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Summary
This article challenges the notion of the randomness of mutations in eukaryotic cells by unveiling stressinduced human non-random genome editing mechanisms. To account for the existence of such mechanisms, I
have developed molecular concepts of the cell environment and cell environmental stressors and, making use
of a large quantity of published data, hypothesized the origin of some crucial biological leaps along the
evolutionary path of life on Earth under the pressure of natural selection, in particular, 1) virus-cell mating as a
primordial form of sexual recombination and symbiosis; 2) Lamarckian CRISPR-Cas systems; 3) eukaryotic gene
development; 4) antiviral activity of retrotransposon-guided mutagenic enzymes and finally; 5) the exaptation
of antiviral mutagenic mechanisms to stress-induced genome editing mechanisms directed at
“hypertranscribed” endogenous genes. Genes transcribed at their maximum rate (hypertranscribed), yet still
unable to meet new chronic environmental demands generated by “pollution”, are inadequate and generate
more and more intronic retrotransposon transcripts. In this scenario, RNA-guided mutagenic enzymes (e.g.
AID/APOBECs), which have been shown to bind to retrotransposon RNA-repetitive sequences, would be
surgically targeted by intronic retrotransposons on opened chromatin regions of the same “hypertranscribed”
genes. RNA-guided mutagenic enzymes may therefore “Lamarkianly” generate single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNP) and copy number variations (CNV), as well as transposon transposition and chromosomal
translocations in the restricted areas of hyperfunctional and inadequate genes, leaving intact the rest of the
genome. CNV and SNP of hypertranscribed genes may allow cells to surgically explore a new fitness scenario,
which increases their adaptability to stressful environmental conditions. Like the mechanisms of
immunoglobulin somatic hypermutation, non-random genome editing mechanisms may generate several cell
mutants, and those codifying for the most environmentally-adequate proteins would have a survival advantage
and would therefore be Darwinianly selected. Non-random genome editing mechanisms represent a link
between environmental changes and biological novelty and plasticity, and provide a molecular basis to
reconcile gene-centered and “ecological” views of evolution.
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1. Waiting for beneficial random mutations within the vast eukaryotic cell genome: is it like “waiting for
Godot”?
1.1. Random mutations: a weak point in the modern synthesis of evolution. The modern synthesis of
evolution is a gene-centered theory based on Darwinian natural selection and Mendelian genetics. Darwinian
selection is a good mechanism for excluding inadequate genomes/organisms, and Mendelian genetics ensures
allele inheritance from generation to generation, while limiting the appearance of new characteristics. These
mechanisms are not effective in generating biological variability and novelties, which are believed to depend
on a relatively constant rate of random mutations. However, random mutations (e.g. during DNA replication)
may generate not only advantageous or neutral effects, but also detrimental ones, ultimately yielding many
aborted alternatives that can only be managed by large highly proliferating populations such as viruses and
bacteria. Viruses and bacteria can take advantage of random mutations not only because of their rapid
proliferation, but also because of their low DNA content, which limits the number of random detrimental
mutations per biological entity. Indeed, there is a strong inverse correlation between the mutation rate during
DNA replication and genome size across all replication systems, suggesting that any increase in DNA content
and complexity requires a reduction in deleterious mutations (Holmes 2011). Hence, the lowest error rates per
nucleotide are reported for eukaryotes, while the highest mutation rates are observed in viroids, short singlestranded circular RNA without a protein coat, which were likely the first virus-like structures and survivors of
the hypothetical “RNA world” stage in the evolutionary history of life on Earth (Durzyńska and GoździckaJózefiak 2015). This evidence suggests that error rates have been progressively reduced over evolutionary time
and biological complexity (Holmes 2011), raising the possibility that new evolutionary mechanisms, able to
generate novelties, have been developed during the evolution of increasingly complex organisms. Indeed,
bacteria, which have a larger genome (10 to 100 times larger) than viruses (Holmes 2011), have developed
stress induced mutagenesis (SIM) mechanisms (Galhardo et al. 2007; Fitzgerald et al. 2017), which are induced
by environmental stresses and represent a quasi-Lamarckian phenomenon (Koonin and Wolf 2009). The SIM
increase of random genomic changes is mainly mediated by error-prone DNA duplicating and/or repair systems,
which allow bacteria to accelerate mutation rates and therefore to enhance their ability to adapt to
environmental challenges (Galhardo et al. 2007; Fitzgerald et al. 2017). Indeed, SIM, in which the probability of
multimutation leaps may be non-negligible, has been hypothesized to be an evolvable adaptive strategy
(Katsnelson et al. 2019). However, along the vast genome of “slow-proliferating” eukaryotic cells, it is very
unlikely that random mutations occurring during DNA duplication and/or repair could produce mutations that
are advantageous (or neutral) to adaptation without also producing detrimental ones, and therefore a myriad
of unproductive eukaryotic attempts. This is likely the reason why they were selected with the lowest mutation
rate per genome replication. It is therefore difficult to explain how only random mutations could have led to
the sophisticated molecular entanglements of eukaryotic cells and to the huge and expanding number of
species found on Earth today. Indeed, random mutations represent a weak point in the modern synthesis of
evolution, and mathematicians have predicted the existence of non-random mutation mechanisms (see Wright
2000).
1.2. The complex protein-protein steric interactions of eukaryotic cells originate from the translation of
unrelated genes: the needs of gene editing feedback mechanisms. The complexity of the molecular signals
that regulate the life of eukaryotic cells is well known. Interactions among proteins, from the cell surface to the
cell nucleus, function on the basis of complex steric interactions regulated by weak inter- and intra-molecular
bonds. Variable affinities among different inter- and intra-molecular domains generate a complex web of
allosteric communications that makes the extraordinary “phenomenon” of eukaryotic cell life possible.
Interestingly, the interaction affinities of cellular and extracellular molecules vary according to context. For
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example, immunoglobulins usually bind to pathogens at high affinities, while TcR-MHC binding works at
intermediate affinities, and sometimes even a loss of recognition can be advantageous, as in the case of CCR5Delta32 mutation, which provides resistance to human immunodeficiency virus type I (Agrawal et al. 2004).
How can these recognition affinities be adjusted to the needs of the cell and organism?
Importantly, unlike polycistronic prokaryotic genes, most of the sophisticated entanglements among eukaryotic
cell molecules originate from the translation of unrelated genes, which do not “know” that their products will
sterically interact with each other after translation in such a complex and functional fashion! This aspect cannot
be accounted for by the induction of indiscriminate random mutations along the vast eukaryotic DNA molecule,
pointing to the existence of gene editing feedback mechanisms able to surgically generate mutations on the
genes of unfit proteins, leaving the rest of the genome intact. The death of cells bearing inadequate protein
versions and the survival of cells bearing the fittest mutation(s) might then determine the “selection” of the
inheritable version(s). Indeed, yet unknown genome manipulation mechanisms typically found in adaptive
immunity have been presumed (see Koonin and Krupovic 2015).
1.3. Environmental changes drive organisms to evolve rapidly: the evolvability trait was likely selected early
on in the evolution of life. In contrast to lifeless planets that have relatively stable environmental conditions,
over the last four billion years, the biological components present on Earth have “stimulated” each other,
producing enormous and progressive environmental changes (environmental plasticity), in addition to the
changes brought about suddenly by meteorite impacts, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions (Pope et al. 1998,
Kerr 2013). Soon after the expansion of life on Earth, biological structures were likely poisoned by their own
metabolic waste products (“niche construction”), driving these structures to develop evolvability mechanisms
that made it possible to plastically and rapidly adapt to and manage increasing concentrations of
environmental pollutants of biological origin or suddenly appearing abiotic compounds. In Earth’s changeable
environment, the evolvability trait was likely a crucial characteristic for the survival of life, and it was probably
selected early on as life expanded. Thus, it is likely that environmental pollutants pushed biological species to
plastically change into new species through selected evolvability mechanisms, producing new biological
pollutants that gradually generated new niches, and hence, new adaptations, in a continuous evolutionary
process. In this “never-ending history”, some biotic, but also abiotic pollutants (i.e. O2 was a plant pollutant)
became fundamental bricks for subsequent biological structures, and abiotic components progressively
became biotic ones.
1.4. The open questions of the “ecological” and punctuated equilibrium views of evolution. The need to
incorporate ecology and development into modern evolutionary theory is highlighted by ecological
evolutionary developmental biology (Eco-Evo-Devo, see Gilbert et al. 2015) and the extended evolutionary
synthesis (see Laland et al. 2014). Indeed, these theories show how environmental changes contribute to
shape the production of a range of phenotypes (called developmental plasticity) thus promoting biological
adaptation. Subsequently, environmentally-induced phenotypes are selected by environmental conditions and
ultimately “accommodated” into the genome, becoming inheritable traits (a process called genetic
accommodation). Indeed, the dynamic interplay between environment and biological entities yields not only
developmental plasticity (environmentally induced phenotypes), but also developmental symbiosis between
organisms and microorganisms, leading to the generation of “microbial organs” and “holobionts” (see Gilbert
et al. 2015). On the other hand, developing phenotypes affect their niches (niche construction) driving
additional biological variation. Notably, when developmental plasticity generates new metabolic pathways,
new biological waste products are progressively accumulated. Such products may not be toxic for a long time
until their increasing concentrations begin to interfere with biological activities, becoming toxic. However, toxic
concentrations of waste products require a rapid biological adaptation, which can occur through the
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generation of species able to manage the “new” waste products. Therefore, cyclic phases of rapid speciation
(expression of developmental plasticity) followed by longer periods of species stability are expected. Indeed,
based on fossil records, the theory of punctuated equilibrium proposes that biological evolution is not constant,
but rather, is characterized by rapid accelerations with speciations (clades) followed by long periods of stasis
(Gould and Eldredge 1993).
In line with this theory, two recent well-known events come to mind: the chromosomal speciation in mice
observed in Seveso, Italy in the wake of a major industrial accident involving dioxin contamination (Garagna et
al. 1997) and the rapid development of the black form of the British peppered moths in areas with heavy
industrial pollution (Arien et al. 2016). It is important to note that the rapid biological evolution that occurred
in these cases was associated with deep environmental changes, suggesting a cause-effect relationship. Of note,
under stress conditions, the mutation rate is substantially elevated (e.g. under SIM) and the probability of
multiple mutations and saltational evolution (a sudden multi-mutation leap potentially leading to speciation)
becomes more likely to occur (Katsnelson et al. 2019).
However, it is difficult to imagine that random mutations and selection could have generated such rapid
organism adaptations to these deep environmental changes. Unfortunately, the molecular mechanisms
underlying the genetic variations of such environmentally induced traits are still largely unknown, and
researchers are still working to unveil the molecular rules governing the interactions between the genetic
adaptive traits of organisms and environmental niches. This is the missing link between ecological and genecentered views of evolution.
1.5. Why should eukaryotic organisms survive viruses? Unlike viruses and bacteria, eukaryotic cells in
organisms possess a large DNA sequence and transmit their genes to their progeny relatively slowly. During
evolution, rapidly evolving viruses have repeatedly threatened the survival of seemingly slowly evolving
eukaryotic organisms. Despite these continuous viral challenges, organisms have not only been able to survive
but also to expand until the present day.
It is well known that during viral infection, viruses inject their genetic material into host cell genomes. Viral
gene translation then provides instructions for their rapid replication and the building of their components.
Once mature viruses are formed, they break open the cell and move on to infect other cells. Moreover, errorprone virus replication rapidly generates a repertoire of viral variants that enhance the ability of viruses to
adapt and elude cell and organism immune controls. So how is it possible that eukaryotic organisms did not
succumb to these rapidly adapting microorganisms and actually managed to expand explosively? Have they
developed potent mechanisms able to counter the rapid evolution of viruses “in real time”?
It is likely that complex eukaryotic organisms developed after prokaryotes and viruses, and therefore, in their
presence. This means that eukaryotic cells were selected to be able to co-evolve with and manage rapidly
proliferating and adapting microorganisms. Indeed, mitochondria and chloroplasts are examples of
microorganisms which have not only been managed but also exploited by eukaryotic cells. In this regard, EcoEvo-Devo teaches us that symbiosis between eukaryotic organisms and their persistent microorganisms seems
to be a rule rather than an exception (see Gilbert et al. 2015).
However, it would appear that known mechanisms of adaptation are unable to explain the above-mentioned
observations regarding eukaryotic organisms. I therefore hypothesize that eukaryotic cells may possess potent,
yet to be discovered mechanisms of adaptation to respond to environmental challenges. Such mechanisms
would be able to non-randomly choose a few specific genes in which to “Lamarckianly” generate mutations
(new acquired characteristics), and subsequently, Darwinian selection would determine the survival and
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inheritability of only the advantageous mutations. In this regard, there is a mechanism in the immune system
that perfectly matches these characteristics: the somatic hypermutation (SHM) of immunoglobulins (Igs) that
occurs in memory B cells (McHeyzer-Williams et al. 2011).
1.6. Immunoglobulin somatic hypermutation as a mechanism model for eukaryotic cell evolution. This
process starts when B cells produce antibodies with a low affinity for pathogenic antigens. They are inadequate
to eradicate the pathogen and its chronic presence (environmental challenge) induces chronic transcription of
Ig genes and proliferation of B cells bearing low affinity antibodies. Starting from a single B cell, this mechanism,
mediated by the activation-induced deaminase (AID) mutagenic enzyme, generates a range of B cell mutants
bearing slightly different Ig gene versions (genetic plasticity) coding for different immunoglobulin variants
(phenotypic plasticity). Among the different cell mutants, those producing antibodies with the highest affinity
for new and persistent pathogenic antigens are selected (McHeyzer-Williams et al. 2011), ultimately
eradicating the pathogen from the host organism and increasing the chance of organism survival. Of note, this
is a genome editing mechanism additional to those (four) already described by Koonin and colleagues (see
Koonin et al. 2019).
Interestingly, this mechanism represents an example of “developmental plasticity”, in which a single cell
genome can generate different cell phenotypes as a function of intra-organismal “environmental” conditions
(the pathogen presence). In this case, immunoglobulin gene “plasticity”, activated in response to the chronic
presence of pathogenic antigens, provides the raw material for the environmental selection of phenotypes,
ultimately yielding new inheritable and “environmentally-independent” versions of Ig genes, what Waddington
called the genetic assimilation of acquired characters (Waddington 1959).

2. Are viral nucleic acid insertions in the prokaryotic cell genome harmful or useful to prokaryotic cells? The
example of CRISPR-cas systems.
2.1. Selection of virus-cell mating pairs: a primordial form of “sexuality” and symbiosis. At a certain point
after life appeared, among the myriad of primordial cells and viruses, it is likely that some of them started to
bind to one another through surface molecule interactions, giving rise to specific viral tropism. Subsequently,
some viruses acquired the ability to insert new genetic material into prokaryotic cells, similarly to how
spermatozoa insert their genetic material into oocytes (see Fig.1). Indeed, viruses usually have a preferential
prokaryotic or eukaryotic tissue target, a species-specific viral tropism and persistent interaction with their cell
host, which represents a primordial form of mating and “sexual” recombination. However, an uncontrolled
insertion of nucleic acid material produces cell gene disruptions, and lethally infected cells also stop spreading
the virus. Among the myriad of aborted attempts, the pairs of cells and viruses that accidentally generated viral
nucleic acid insertions with low cell toxicity had a better chance of survival, which gave them a selective
advantage. A controlled horizontal insertion of new genetic material into the cell genome during viral infection
could be a rich source of new genes and new nucleotide sequences for host cells. From this point of view,
current specialized mechanisms of organismal sexual reproduction would represent selected (among myriads
of attempts) improvements in primordial cell-virus interactions, producing nucleic acid recombination
(variability/novelty) with a reduced toxicity. It is plausible that in a changeable environment, like that on Earth,
the viral provision of new biological tools enhanced cell adaptability, giving infected cells a better chance of
survival than uninfected (“sterile”) cells. Indeed, these mechanisms may not only have conferred an advantage
to cells, but also allowed viruses to survive within their host-cells, representing a sort of cell-virus agreement, a
symbiosis, naturally selected among countless unproductive struggles. In line with this hypothesis is the
evidence that symbiosis and co-evolution of organism hosts with their microbial communities are the rule and
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not the exception (Gilbert et al. 2015). How eukaryotic organisms began to interact with a specific set of
microorganisms, while avoiding dangerous microorganisms is unclear (Gilbert et al. 2015); however, a selective
mechanism similar to the one described above (between bacteriophages and prokaryotic cells) can be
hypothesized.

Fig.1. Virus-cell mating pairs: a primordial form of “sexuality”. Bacteriophages and male gametes have the ability to
insert new genetic material (novelties) into prokaryotic cells and oocytes, respectively. (for reference, see the text).
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2.2. The meanings of virus fragments in Lamarckian CRISPR-cas systems. During the evolution of the interplay
between prokaryotic cells and viruses, an important improvement in prokaryotes took place when they
developed compartments specialized in storing viral nucleic acids, the CRISPR (clustered, regularly interspaced,
short, palindromic repeats) - Cas (CRISPR-associated) systems. From a functional point of view, CRISPR-Cas
systems constitute adaptive immune organelles segregated far from the cell genome, which have been
discovered in most archaeal species and half of bacteria (Wright et al. 2016, Koonin et al. 2017). During the
first bacteriophage infection, the foreign DNA is processed by cell restriction enzymes in viral fragments. Some
of these fragments, called spacers, are integrated within the repeats of CRISPR arrays of prokaryotic cells. The
spacer acquisition, also known as adaptation, allows the cells to store viral sequences and to retain a memory
of the viruses, providing a heritable record of previous viral exposures. In the case of reinfection, the CRISPR
array is transcribed into long CRISPR RNAs (pre-crRNAs) of alternating repeat–spacer sequences and then
“spliced” into short CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs). The crRNAs form complexes with Cas endonucleases, which are
encoded in an adjacent operon. Repeats are necessary for crRNA binding to Cas proteins, while spacers give
the specificity to target Cas endonucleases against viral nucleic acids for their destruction (Nishimasu et al.
2014). Spacers contain a 20-nucleotide guide sequence able to bind to the re-entered foreign DNA in a
complementary sequence-specific manner (Nishimasu et al. 2014), and the target specificity is likely assured by
the uniqueness of the viral sequences, which are not expressed in the host cell genome. Regarding the control
of CRISPR-Cas activation, evidence suggests that their transcription is elicited by cell envelope stresses, typically
generated during viral infection (see Ratner et al. 2015). This link is functional because it allows both the
integration of viral nucleic acid into CRISPR-Cas systems during the first virus invasion and the transcription of
repeat-spacers and Cas endonucleases following virus rechallenge. Recently, it has also been observed that
some Cas subunits form a complex with crRNA (called Cascade, CRISPR-associated complex for antiviral
defense), which binds the promoter region of the Cas operon and functions as a transcriptional repressor,
inhibiting Cas gene transcription through a negative feedback loop (He et al. 2016). Upon viral infection,
Cascade complex redistribution towards the viral genome would relieve transcriptional repression, allowing a
rapid transcriptional response to the reinfection (He et al. 2016).
From a structural standpoint, the CRISPR-Cas systems consist of two, usually adjacent components, the CRISPR
locus, composed of alternating repeat–spacer non-coding sequences and a polycistronic gene, coding for a
series of Cas proteins (Wright et al. 2016, Koonin et al. 2017). It should be noted that the CRISPR locus is both
transcribed and “spliced”, but not translated into proteins. CRISPR-Cas systems call to mind a primordial form
of the “intron-exon” gene structure, typical of eukaryotic cells, in which the CRISPR locus represents the
prototype of introns. The simple structure of CRISPR-Cas systems, formed by an operon and repetitive
sequences, points to its viral origin. Indeed, the manner of the integration of new viral fragments is reminiscent
of viral integrases and transposases (Nishimasu et al. 2014), and several findings suggest that prokaryotic Cas
endonucleases were derived from the “domestication” of viral transposases (see Jangam et al. 2017 and
Koonin et al. 2019). In line with these observations, bacteriophages with their own CRISPR-Cas systems have
been described (Seed et al. 2013), raising the possibility of horizontal transpositions of CRISPR-Cas systems
from viruses to prokaryotic cells and further pointing to the existence of symbioses between bacteriophages
and prokaryotes. Interestingly, both horizontal gene transfers and CRISPR defense systems have been
associated with a (quasi)Lamarckian mechanisms of inheritance (Koonin and Wolf 2009, Haerter and Sneppen
2012). Indeed, these types of acquired genes/spacers depend on the environment in which the bacteria grow.
When challenged by viruses, bacteria non-randomly acquire appropriate DNA “novelties” from those viruses,
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allowing them to either integrate viral tools or more quickly respond to virus rechallenge. Therefore, the
transferred genes/spacers confer a selective advantage for the growth of the bacteria in that precise
environment, exemplifying both the acquired characteristics of Lamarck and the environmentally-induced
traits of “ecological” views of evolution.
Finally, viral nucleic acid insertion into prokaryotic cells is an effective cellular tool against viruses, immunizing
cells against virus reinfections through a “boomerang response”. Because the stable integration of viral noncoding and inactive sequences into the cell genome gives cells a strong selective advantage, these specialized
systems to fragment and store copies of viral nucleic acid sequences likely supplanted the mere destruction of
viral nucleic acids. Importantly, viral nucleic acid sequences are inserted in a “cell-safe” fashion, far from the
cell genome, suggesting that they represent a cellular “strategy” rather than an ongoing threat posed by
viruses.

3. Viral nucleic acid insertions from the segregated CRISPR-Cas sites of prokaryotes then spread into coding
regions of the eukaryotic cell genome. Are they harmful or useful to eukaryotic cells? The hypothesis of
retrotransposon-guided human APOBEC antiviral activity.
3.1. Antiviral activity of the APOBEC family. In humans, members of RNA-guided apolipoprotein B mRNA
editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide-like (APOBEC) mutagenic enzymes have been shown to inactivate viruses,
resembling RNA-guided Cas endonucleases (Salter et al. 2016, Stavrou and Ross 2015, Zhang et al. 2010). The
APOBECs belong to the activation-induced cytidine deaminase gene family that originates from the ancestral
activation-induced deaminase (AID) gene responsible for producing a highly diverse repertoire of antibodies
through the somatic hypermutation (SHM) and heavy-chain class-switch recombination (CSR) of
immunoglobulins (McHeyzer-Williams et al. 2011, Salter et al. 2016, Senavirathne et al. 2015). A cytidine
deaminase domain is responsible for APOBEC cytosine to uracil base modification, finally leading to cytosine to
thymidine (C to T) DNA editing (Salter et al. 2016). In humans, the APOBEC family consists of 11 different gene
products, and some of them have been found to promote extensive (C to T) point mutations on the nascent
DNA of some retroviruses during reverse transcription, ultimately leading to virus inactivation or in some cases,
to immune escape variants (see Salter et al. 2016, Stavrou and Ross 2015). Their expression is upregulated by
interferons (IFNs), one of the first/innate immune cell protein responses, and this feature links “innate” IFN
production to APOBEC-mediated antiviral activity (Salter et al. 2016, Stavrou and Ross 2015). Interestingly,
APOBEC proteins have a well-defined tissue-specific expression and therefore function (Salter et al. 2016),
suggesting that they were developed to counter different tissue-specific viruses to protect distinct tissue cells
from virus infections. Hence, they may represent the human counterpart of prokaryotic Cas endonucleases.
However, APOBECs are active not only against viruses but also against the threat of some endogenous viral
sequences, namely the retrotransposable elements (Salter et al. 2016, Stavrou and Ross 2015, Chiu et al. 2006,
Stenglein and Harris 2006, Bogerd et al. 2006, Muckenfuss et al. 2006, Kinomoto et al. 2007, Hulme et al.
2007, Wissing et al. 2011, Roy-Engel 2012, Horn et al. 2014, Feng et al. 2017).
3.2. Endogenous viral fossils: eukaryotic transposons. Transposable elements and transposon-like repetitive
elements, originally defined as “junk molecules”, due to their characteristic repetitive sequences, account for
almost half of the human genome (Mills et al. 2007). The vast majority (about 98%) of human transposable
elements are represented by retrotransposons, which move, duplicating from one genomic position to another,
through an RNA copy intermediate (Koito and Ikeda 2013). There are three main kinds of retrotransposons:
endogenous retroviruses (ERVs), characterized by long-terminal repeats (LTR), and long and short interspersed
nuclear elements without LTR (non-LTR), called LINEs and SINEs, respectively (Salter et al. 2016, Mills et al.
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2007). ERV and LINE autonomous elements encode specific enzymes to transpose, whereas SINE nonautonomous “parasitic” elements (“cheaters”) use the molecular machinery of the autonomous elements. The
majority of ERVs are unable to infect or to retrotranspose due to accumulated mutations; however, during
evolution they dispersed numerous IFN-inducible enhancers of innate immunity in mammalian genomes
(Chuong et al. 2016). Therefore, some of these retroviruses function as regulatory sequences able to induce
transcription of adjacent IFN-induced genes involved in innate immunity (Chuong et al. 2016) such as the
APOBEC genes. The most common mammalian LINE, LINE-1 elements, encode 2 open reading frame proteins
(ORF1p and ORF2p), which mediate not only the retrotransposition of LINE-1 itself, but also of SINE and the
reverse transcription of cellular mRNAs to generate intron-lacking retropseudogenes (Roy-Engel 2012). The
ORF1p RNA binding protein possesses a nucleic acid chaperone activity, while ORF2p multifunctional protein
with endonuclease and reverse transcriptase activities is responsible for RNA-guided integration of new copies
of retrotransposons and retropseudogenes into the genome (Roy-Engel 2012). Moreover, since LINE-1 lacking
the ORF1p coding sequence strongly increases ORF2p-mediated Alu retrotransposition (see Figure 2A in Hulme
et al. 2007), ORF1p, when bound to its LINE-1 RNA binding site, it may also have a LINE-1-translationalrepressor activity, sterically blocking complete LINE-1 ribosomal translation and ORF2 protein synthesis (a
negative translational feedback loop). It is thus possible that, similarly to the Cascade complex in CRIPR-Cas
systems (see above), in (stressful) conditions inducing an “excess” of LINE-1 transcription, ORF1p redistribution
towards this surplus of “viral” transcribed elements (and consequently its sequestration) would relieve
translational repression, allowing a rapid ORF2p translation and consequently an increase in transposon
transposition. However, the majority of the several hundred thousand copies of LINE-1 are truncated
transpositionally inactive copies (Mills et al. 2007). Among SINE, Alu sequences are the most successful
elements in the human genome; however, they do not encode proteins, and the vast majority are
transpositionally inactive elements (Mills et al. 2007, Roy-Engel 2012). They are derived from the evolutionarily
conserved 7SL RNA viral sequence, a component of the signal recognition particle involved in protein secretion
(Li et al. 1982, Mills et al. 2007, Roy-Engel 2012). The different Alu subfamily members contain two 7SLderived (left and right) Alu domains and the 3’ flanking unique genomic sequence (Li et al. 1982, Bach et al.
2008, Mills et al. 2007, Roy-Engel 2012).
Retrotransposons are sequences of viral origin which, unlike spacers in CRISPR systems, are considered
parasitic DNA sequences dispersed into the eukaryotic genome, whose activity must be tightly controlled to
maintain genome host integrity. Indeed, ERV human retroelements contain viral DNA which codes for viral
proteins with potential infectivity, and non-LTR elements can potentially damage host genes during their
transposition (Wildschutte et al. 2016, Roy-Engel 2012, Mills et al. 2017, Salter et al. 2016). On the other hand,
some transposons behave like “tools for host genome engineering”, successfully involved in both immune
systems and natural genome editing mechanisms (see Koonin and Krupovic 2015, Koonin et al. 2019).
In humans, the variety of APOBEC proteins is thought to be crucial in countering the genotoxic threat
generated by endogenous retroelements (Salter et al. 2016, Hulme et al. 2007, Roy-Engel 2012). Indeed, the
expansion of the APOBEC family during primate evolution coincides with a decrease in transposon activity
(Salter et al. 2016). However, the elevated genotoxic activity of APOBECs is also well known (Salter et al. 2016),
curiously suggesting that the APOBEC response could be even more dangerous than the transposon activation.
The presence of fossil forms of previously inserted viral sequences with accumulated mutations raises the
question of why sophisticated eukaryotic cells possess such a huge amount of apparently useless and
potentially harmful viral DNA. Are transposons intrinsically selfish as genes are hypothesized to be? Or have
retrotransposons developed other functions in addition to retrotransposition?
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3.3. The retrotransposon-guided APOBEC enzyme hypothesis. Importantly, unlike virus and ERV inactivation,
the inhibition of the retrotransposition of LINE and SINE produced by APOBECs is usually independent of their
mutagenic function (Chiu et al. 2006, Stenglein and Harris 2006, Bogerd et al. 2006, Muckenfuss et al. 2006,
Kinomoto et al. 2007, Hulme et al. 2007, Wissing et al. 2011, Horn et al. 2014, Feng et al. 2017). Rather, it
seems to be mediated by the binding and sequestration of retrotransposons away from their genomic
integration target sites (Chiu et al. 2006, Hulme et al. 2007), which express the consensus sequences of
retrotransposition for target primed reverse transcription (Roy-Engel 2012). Finally, both RNA-guided Cas
endonucleases and APOBEC mutagenic enzymes may represent immune effectors which can bind RNA nucleic
acid fragments of viral origin, repeat–spacer sequences and transposable elements, respectively. Indeed,
APOBECs show specificity for individual LINE-1 and Alu transposable elements, and specific binding sites
between some retrotransposons and specific APOBECs have been described (Hulme et al. 2007, Bach et al.
2008, Chiu et al. 2006, Zhang et al. 2010, Stenglein and Harris 2006, Feng et al. 2017), raising the possibility
that some retrotransposable elements, like repeat–spacers in CRISPR-Cas systems, could represent RNA-guides
for APOBECs in human eukaryotic cells.
3.4. How have endogenous viral sequences spread into the coding regions of the eukaryotic cell genome?
Unlike prokaryotic spacers, which are segregated into CRISPR-Cas immune organs, eukaryotic transposons
spread into the eukaryotic genome. Indeed, Alus, the most successful retroelements in humans, are mainly
present in “sensitive” intronic and intergenic DNA regions (Medstrand et al. 2002). How and why have
transposable elements been integrated into transcribed regions of the eukaryotic cell genome?
It has already been suggested with regard to CRISPR-cas systems that viral nucleic acid integration into the cell
genome gives the cell a survival advantage and likely represents a cellular strategy to control the viral threat.
Can this also be true in the case of hypothetical retrotransposon-APOBEC systems?
During the first viral challenge, eukaryotic cells transcribe specific genes in response to the viral threat. It is
conceivable that the viral fragment insertion could occur more easily in unfolded open state regions of the
chromatin with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), i.e. accessible transcribed DNA regions, during viral infection.
Random viral fragment insertions usually produce disruption of the transcribed gene and cell death, which also
stops spreading the virus. However, if the viral fragment insertions maintain the integrity of the proteins
translated from the “infected” genes, the cell can survive. Notably, this can be achieved when the step
sequence for integration is reversed after transcription by a transcript processing event that completely
removes viral fragment insertions, a mechanism that is reminiscent of the intron-exon splicing process
developed in eukaryotic cells. From this standpoint, eukaryotic RNA splicing would represent the reverse
reaction of the viral nucleic acid insertion, and would be capable of restoring the original gene sequence
without the viral sequence insertions. Finally, these intron-like viral insertions would fragment genes without
affecting the structure and function of the translated proteins. This could be the origin of the endogenous viral
sequence spread into the coding regions of the eukaryotic cell genome. Since this type of gene fragmentation
has been positively selected in eukaryotic cells, it must have been advantageous to cell survival.
3.5. Antiviral activity of retrotransposon-guided APOBECs. Drawing a comparison with CRISPR-Cas systems
raises the question of whether this intron-like viral nucleic acid insertion is functional against the next viral
entry. Importantly, a new threat of previously experienced viruses will activate the same sequential responses
and transcriptions of the same genes transcribed during the first infection. However, in this second response, in
addition to the DNA coding sequences, the inserted viral nucleic acid (intron-like) fragments will also be
transcribed. As in the case of repeat-spacers for Cas endonucleases, the ability of viral RNA fragments
(retrotransposons) to bind to APOBEC mutagenic enzymes, if simultaneously transcribed, would quickly guide
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APOBECs against viral sequences. Indeed, APOBEC3G has been shown to associate with 7SL RNA and Alu
elements (Chiu et al. 2006, Bach et al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2010). A conserved motif of APOBEC3G is important
for the interaction with these RNA viral sequences and association with them has been shown to mediate the
targeting of antiviral cytidine deaminases against retroviral complexes (Bach et al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2010),
suggesting that some Alu/Alu-like elements could represent RNA-drivers of APOBECs against exogenous
retroviruses. The conserved repetitive sequences on Alu domains (Mills et al. 2007, Bach et al. 2008), like
repeats for Cas endonucleases, would allow the binding with APOBEC3G, while unique 3’ sequences (Roy-Engel
2012), like spacers, would ensure target specificity. The cell-safe viral DNA fragment integration into eukaryotic
cell genes would be a useful mechanism to protect the cells from subsequent reinfection. Therefore, the ability
to store a copy of viral fragments (transposons) within the intronic regions would give the cell an advantage
through a “boomerang response” similar to that described for CRIPR-Cas systems. Finally, the viral nucleic acid
dispersion into intronic and intergenic regions was likely selected because it was helpful against virus
reinfection, becoming a cell “strategy” to counter new viral threats.
3.6. The eukaryotic gene development hypothesis. It is likely that this mechanism of viral fragment insertion
occurred initially in transcribed polycistronic prokaryotic genes and was the basis for eukaryotic intron
development, but possibly also for eukaryotic promoter and enhancer regions. Indeed, several response
elements for transcription factors of eukaryotic introns, promoters and enhancers are repetitive sequences
embedded in Alu elements (Polak and Domany 2006), all elements of viral origin disseminated within genic
and intergenic regions of the eukaryotic cell genome. Notably, some viral nucleoproteins have an intrinsic
ability to associate with their viral nucleic acid sequences. It is thus possible that during viral infections, some
viral nucleoproteins could bind viral repetitive elements previously inserted upstream from the gene start site
and in intercistronic regions. These viral sequences could therefore function as specific cell sensors for viral
products. In fact, it can be hypothesized that, like eukaryotic transcription factors, the steric hindrances created
by some viral nucleoproteins could help to keep the gene “open”, enhancing the transactivation of previously
“infected” genes with intronic (anti)viral sequences. In the course of evolution, we can observe a progressive
reduction in the time required to generate a response to counter external threats. Indeed, response speed is
fundamental to survival. This mechanism of viral insertion would yield both an enhanced and more rapid
response to viral threats, and this could account for its positive selection. From this point of view,
retropseudogenes inserted into the genome by the LINE-1 machinery would represent the first step in gene
duplication and copy number variation just before the insertion of the promoter and intron regions by
exogenous or endogenous viral fragment insertions.
3.7. Cell integration of viral elements: the richness of foreigner-migrant cultures following unproductive
struggles. As mentioned above, there is similarity of function between some viral nucleoproteins and
transcription factors, suggesting that some eukaryotic transcription factors might derive from the editing of
some viral nucleoprotein genes inserted into the cell genome. In this regard, there is evidence indicating that
some transcription factors derive from the “domestication” of viral transposases (see Feschotte 2008).
Transposases are viral nucleoproteins that mediate the insertion of the viral nucleic acid from which they are
encoded (for example ORF2p for LINE-1 elements). Domestication of viral proteins occurs when viral coding
sequences are “exapted” to generate functional host proteins (Miller et al. 1997, Volff 2006). But what could
be the advantage that led to the integration and editing of viral coding sequences?
There is no reason to synthesize viral-like proteins in the absence of the virus; however, the endogenous
synthesis of viral-like proteins makes sense if linked to viral infection. Such synthesis is an amplifying
mechanism of viral perception at low loads, eventually increasing the speed of cell response, which is likely the
reason for its initial positive selection. Indeed, several viral proteins have been co-opted by their cell host to
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restrict viral infection (see Jangam et al. 2017, Koonin et al. 2019). Among the cell proteins able to restrict viral
spread, APOBEC family members have a crucial role. Their intrinsic ability to bind to viral sequences suggests
that they might have developed from viral nucleoproteins, which are different from those generating
transcription factors.
Finally, cell-domesticated viral coding sequences and proteins, as well as viral non-coding sequences would
likely have been, at least initially, exploited by host cells as a boomerang against the same viruses from which
they derive. However, the endogenous viral sequences, which represent almost half of the cell genome, were
likely inserted and domesticated against ancient viruses that no longer exist. For this reason, the existence of
this enormous and seemingly useless or even dangerous graveyard of viral zombies within the sophisticated
eukaryotic cell genome remains unclear. Have they developed any other functions over time that may be of
use even today?
It is known that APOBECs evolved in primates (see Salter et al. 2016), concomitantly with LINE-1 elements (see
Roy-Engel 2012), over 100 million years ago from the AID gene, which appeared more than 500 million years
ago (see Salter et al. 2016). On the other hand, both Alu amplification (see Roy-Engel 2012) and APOBEC
expansion (see Salter et al. 2016) occurred between 55 and 35 million years ago; based on their time of
expansion, Alu should have binding sites for the “younger” APOBECs, while LINEs should have binding sites for
the ones that evolved earlier. Taking advantage of co-evolution of the APOBEC family members and some
retrotransposons in primates, it is possible to hypothesize that the expanding range of mutagenic enzymes
were tools developed to counter the burst of several types of ancient tissue-specific retroviruses (Koito and
Ikeda 2013) and the cellular integration of Alu and LINE subfamily retroelements, for which APOBECs have
conserved binding domains, may be the result of retrovirus “domestication”. Importantly, these ancient
retroelements, acting in concert with APOBECs, would still be useful to counter newly evolved viruses, such as
HIV (Bach et al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2010). From this standpoint, even the integration of HIV fragments and
defective HIV-1 provirus producing novel HIV protein-coding RNA transcripts (Imamichi et al. 2016) could
represent not only a “Trojan Horse” reservoir of HIV, but also products of virus domestication and new
biotechnological tools to combat HIV itself and/or future viruses. Hence, it is possible to imagine a new
generation of vaccines that aim to insert specific HIV-engineered transposons with an appropriate unique
sequence recognizing conserved HIV sequences and conserved repeats for APOBEC binding. To target them
into genes that are transcribed early during viral entry in CD4 positive cells, transposons could be loaded into
HIV-like capsids/exosomes with affinity for CD4 molecules and able to produce cell membrane stresses typical
of viral infection in CD4 positive cells. This type of insertion would be functional because it would first allow the
integration of the engineered transposons into specific genes of HIV CD4 target cells during vaccination and
their subsequent intronic transcription in the case of HIV virus infection.
In conclusion, natural selection, following countless unproductive cell-virus struggles, may have led to a cellvirus agreement, a symbiosis, in which old viruses became fundamental components of the immune cell organ
at the cell’s disposal against newly evolved viral threats. Similarly, the microbial communities in symbiosis with
their host organism, are integral to numerous host processes including immune system development (see
Gilbert et al. 2015).
Therefore, in this scenario, natural selection, rather than viral domestication and exploitation, rewarded the
mechanisms of microbial “education” and “integration” at different levels of organization. The splicing
mechanism described above also appears to be in line with this hypothesis of viral tool integration. There are
several lines of evidence suggesting that the catalytic center of the spliceosome is composed of RNA, i.e., it is a
ribozyme (Lee and Rio 2015), a small catalytic RNA found in a number of RNA virus genomes and viroids (Scott
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and Klug 1996, Durzyńska and Goździcka-Józefiak 2015). Through these mechanisms, the viral migrants
became relatively “sedentary” viruses, still alive in the cell environment, raising the possibility that cells
represent a community generated by sequential integrations of viral versatile operon modules and viral
repetitive targeting sequences with regulatory functions.
4. Exaptation of human retrotransposon-APOBEC systems: from antiviral activity to chronic stress-induced
site-specific genome editing.
4.1. Transposon- and APOBEC-mediated genome editing mechanisms: a possible link with environmental
stress conditions. Both CRISPR-Cas and retrotransposon-APOBEC systems would appear to be cell immune
systems developed to counter viruses, which use viral nucleic acid fragments to guide immune effector
enzymes. However, unlike Cas endonucleases, APOBECs mediate viral mutagenesis, suggesting that in
eukaryotic cells, viral genome editing was positively selected over its fragmentation. A new cell mechanism is
positively selected only if it produces improvements in cell fitness, so new adaptive abilities should be expected
in retrotransposon-APOBEC systems. Notably, unlike genome-dispersed transposons, segregated CRISPR
systems are protective against “viral toxicity”, yet they limit viral nucleic acid insertion, and thus cell variability.
Interestingly, under stress conditions, an archaea species has been observed to activate a primordial form of
sexual interaction, a species specific horizontal form of nucleic acid transmission (Ajon et al. 2011). This
primitive sexual mechanism might have been selected to compensate for a reduction in viral operon module
insertion (variability), and notably, it is activated under stress-inducing environmental (ultraviolet rays)
conditions, i.e. when an increase in genetic variability is functional to solve the problems imposed by the new
environmental conditions.
Interestingly, APOBEC mutagenic functions are directed not only against viral sequences, but also against
human endogenous (viral and non-viral) DNA, a feature responsible for both human evolution and human
cancer generation (Pinto et al. 2016, Salter et al. 2016, Chan and Gordenin 2015). Indeed, some APOBEC
members (e.g. antiviral APOBEC3G) have been shown to contribute to the human genome evolution through
site-directed mutations of transcribed regions and regulatory elements (Pinto et al. 2016), while others (e.g.
APOBEC3B) have been associated with carcinogenesis (Salter et al. 2016, Chan and Gordenin 2015), suggesting
an exaptation of their anti-viral mechanism to the genome editing mechanism. Similar effects have been
described for transposons (Platt et al. 2018, Piacentini et al. 2014, Mourier et al. 2014), indicating that both
transposons and APOBECs have developed new beneficial as well as harmful functions through genome editing
mechanisms. Indeed, roles of the CRISPR-Cas machinery in directing processes other than immune functions,
such as endogenous gene regulation and genome evolution by self-targeting genome editing, and CRISPRguided transposition, have been observed (see Westra et al. 2014, Dimitriu et al. 2019, Koonin et al. 2019,
Klompe et. al 2019, Strecker et al. 2019), providing additional support for the idea that retrotransposonguided mutagenic enzymes might represent the eukaryotic versions of prokaryotic CRISPR-Cas systems. Indeed,
the manner of prokaryotic CRISPR/RNA-guided transpositions (see Dimitriu et al. 2019, Klompe et. al 2019,
Strecker et al. 2019) is reminiscent of human/eukaryotic LINE-1 transposition mediated by RNA-guided ORF2
multidomain (“fusion”) protein (see Roy-Engel 2012), a transposition mechanism that preceded that of SINE
non-autonomous (“parasitic/cheating”) elements. The functional similarities of CRISPR-Cas to retrotransposonAPOBEC systems imply their evolutionary “convergent” relationship, although at different (prokaryotic and
eukaryotic) levels of organization. In any case, positive selection of mutagenic genome editing over nucleic acid
fragmentation mechanisms must have improved eukaryotic cell fitness.
Indeed, dynamic DNA editing processes produce a series of events including gene point mutations, gene
duplications and chromosomal aberrations that ultimately lead to novel phenotypic traits (phenotypic plasticity)
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and enhanced ability to face stressful environments (Piacentini et al. 2014, Gilbert et al. 2015). However, these
events are crucial not only to the organism but also to cancer adaptation and perpetuation, which ultimately
leads to organism death. Hence, we can observe that similar effects produce completely different outcomes!
Intriguingly, DNA editing events are clustered non-randomly in localized DNA areas of elevated recombination
activity, the so-called hotspot genomic regions, in which single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), copy number
variations (CNV) and chromosomal translocations are generated. Local increases in mutation density
(occurring even in a single generation) produce different levels of cell and organism heterogeneity/plasticity
and have been associated with primate evolution as well as with human cancers (Pinto et al. 2016, Chan and
Gordenin 2015, Fitzgerald et al., 2017), suggesting that both involve common mechanisms of non-random site
specific genome editing. In prostate cancer cells, genotoxic stress has been shown to induce non-random
chromosomal translocations mediated by upregulation of LINE-1-encoded ORF2 protein and AID (see Lin et al.
2009), highlighting the importance of transposons and AID/APOBECs as agents of genome remodeling and
cancer development in stressful environmental conditions. Moreover, it has been revealed that transposon
insertions are involved in both leukemic and non-leukemic chromosomal translocations (Jeffs et al. 1998,
Lozynskyi and Lozynska 2006, Song et al. 2016, see Platt et al. 2018), suggesting that “transposon-driven”
translocations are not themselves sufficient for cell malignant transformation. In this regard, chromosomal
translocations are responsible not only for cancer development (Platt et al. 2018, Lin et al. 2009), but also for
“Robertsonian speciation” (Garagna et al. 1997), suggesting that cancer development or cell/organism
adaptation might also be related to the environmental context. Indeed, transposon expression is activated by
different environmental stress factors (Platt et al. 2018, Piacentini et al. 2014, Mourier et al. 2014, Fitzgerald
et al., 2017), and the stress-response hypothesis of Barbara McClintock proposed that the expression of mobile
elements was a cell genomic reaction to stressful environmental conditions (McClintock 1984).
4.2. Stress-induced transposon mobilization: the intronic origin hypothesis. It is known that major
environmental changes can affect transposon silencing and subsequent transposon activity has been
associated with genetic variability, genomic instability and cancer (Platt et al. 2018, Piacentini et al. 2014,
Mourier et al. 2014). For these reasons, transposons have been defined as parasitic elements with their own
autonomous ability to reactivate under stress conditions and to threaten genome integrity. However, the
molecular links between environmental stress conditions and transposon upregulation or derepression are
elusive. There is no clear evidence of a specific mechanism for transposon transcription mediated by stressinduced regulatory proteins. On the other hand, we now know that the majority of transposons are present in
the intronic and regulatory regions. The vast majority (about 90%) of human genes contain transposable
elements in their introns and more than a million transposons are present in the introns of the human genome
(Zhang et al. 2011, Platt et al. 2018). Since the regulatory regions are not transcribed, a main source of
transposable elements might be the introns of genes induced to transcription in response to stress conditions.
In this regard, many stable intron products have been discovered (Hesselberth 2013). It has been well
documented that after the splicing of transcribed genes, some introns generate circular molecules, lariatintermediates and lariat-intron products (Hesselberth 2013). These intron-derived products present internal
phosphodiester bonds (branchpoint), which protect them from digestion by exoribonucleases (Hesselberth
2013). Indeed, hundreds of stable lariat intronic RNAs have been found in the cytoplasm of different vertebrate
cells, including human cells (Talhouarne and Gall 2018). These stable transcripts derive from short introns
coming from genes of widely different cellular functions (Talhouarne and Gall 2018) and, as would be expected
from functional RNA species, their regulation is tightly controlled (St Laurent et al. 2012). Indeed, during
inflammatory stress conditions different stable intronic transcripts are regulated differently, even when they
are derived from the same locus, suggesting that they represent a reservoir of RNAs with yet unknown
functions (St Laurent et al. 2012). Lariat-introns are subsequently cleaved to linear form by the lariat-
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debranching enzyme, DBR1, before their digestion or function. Interestingly, retroelement transposition
requires the lariat-debranching enzyme (Karst et al. 2000, Cheng and Menees 2004), suggesting that
retrotransposon intermediates are contained in some lariat-introns and the lariat-debranching process is
necessary for their retrotransposition. However, stress-induced transposon transcripts do not produce a
proportional increase in the transposition rate (Piacentini et al. 2014), suggesting that intronic transposons
might have developed functions other than transposition, possibly activated by cells under environmental
stress conditions. Although the biological significance of cytoplasmic stable intronic RNAs remains obscure, one
simple hypothesis is that cytoplasmic lariat intronic RNAs interact directly with RNA-binding proteins such as
RNA-guided APOBEC enzymes. Finally, I propose that, under stress conditions, at least part of the transposons
may come from the introns of genes transcribed in response to stressful environmental conditions. However,
what do the environment and environmental stress mean for a cell?
4.3. Molecular concepts of the cellular environment and cell environmental stress conditions: an “ecological”
view of cells and tissues. Excluding physical agents, the environment for a cell in an organism is mainly
represented by cell “exogenous” molecules that come into contact and sterically interact with molecules of the
cell, hereafter exogenous environmental molecules. Exogenous molecules that come in close proximity to a cell
and do not sterically interact with its components are “invisible” to the cell, and since they do not interfere
with cellular functions, they are not directly part of the cell environment. Notably, exogenous environmental
molecules can be tissue specific, since they may or may not interact with molecules expressed by a specific cell
tissue, depending on three-dimensional structures of both exogenous molecules and cellular proteins.
Exogenous environmental molecules can be autonomous molecules but also molecules present on the surface
of neighboring cells or extracellular components. Therefore, a cell interacting through its surface molecules
with neighboring cells constitutes an environment for those neighboring cells (similar concepts can be
transferred among organisms). When a specific tissue sterically interacts with an exogenous molecule, it
independently yields plastic phenotypic adaptation to exogenous molecule perturbation and “niche
construction” that may affect other tissues interacting with it, ultimately generating a cascade involving the
whole organism. In normal environmental conditions, exogenous environmental molecules fluctuate around
normal concentration ranges through assumption, storage and release (homeostatic) mechanisms, which tend
to limit their fluctuation ranges through negative feedback loops. Likewise, cellular proteins fluctuate around
optimal concentration ranges as a function of environmental conditions.
However, when specific cell components interact with new, never-experienced exogenous molecules, those
molecules can interfere with cell biological functions, generating tissue-specific cell perturbation and stress.
Such molecules are usually defined as pollutants or stressors and they can be biotic or abiotic. The binding of
pollutants to cellular structures can be tissue specific, and it can also be dependent on a specific protein
polymorphism. Another important consideration is the concentration of exogenous environmental molecules;
there are normal fluctuations of molecule concentrations to which the cell is able to respond through
homeostatic mechanisms, and abnormal ones, either excessive or insufficient, which produce cell stress. In
addition, the concentration of exogenous molecules in a specific cell tissue may depend on the organ of
entrance in the organism. For example, air pollutants interact at high doses with pneumocytes, while food
pollutants interact at high doses with enterocytes and hepatocytes, which is probably why smokers are more
likely to develop lung cancer than other malignancies. Interestingly, high concentrations of molecules
(pollutants or non-pollutants) induce low-affinity (aspecific) bindings to cellular molecules, which do not occur
at low concentrations. Notably, low-affinity bindings are induced by high concentrations not only of exogenous
environmental molecules but also of cellular proteins, because in both cases the probability of their interaction
increases. Finally, both environmental pollutants and molecule concentrations out of the normal range (either
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excessive or insufficient) cause significant changes in the cell environment and cell stress level that may be
either temporary or chronic.
4.4. Cell homeostatic mechanisms control optimal cell protein concentration in normal environmental
conditions. Cells and organisms have developed specialized homeostatic systems able to fine tune the amount
of protein in cells as well as the amount of cells within an organ according to the environmental context. There
is an optimal range of expression for each cell protein; a protein excess or deficiency produces cell dysfunction
and cell stress. Changes in environmental conditions produce cell perturbations and cell responses seek a new
balance (adaptation). Dynamic balances through homeostatic mechanisms regulate optimal protein
expressions as a function of environmental conditions. Homeostatic responses are usually epigenetic
mechanisms, which, operating through transcription factors, repressors and enzymes, modulate protein
expression and stability, ultimately regulating their amount, persistence and functionality at transcriptional
and/or post-transcriptional levels. Cell homeostatic mechanisms adjust the protein amount, function and
stability according to the cell functional needs, typically through negative feedback regulatory loops. For
example, Figure 2(A,B,C) shows a homeostatic mechanism involved in the protein expression of a signal protein
at a transcriptional level. When a protein (P) is expressed at low levels compared to the cell’s functional needs
(Fig.2A), the transcription factor ( ) that regulates its transcription is free to induce its gene transcription.
The subsequent translation into proteins increases the protein amount and, by binding with a second protein
(P1), the pathway functional activity in which the protein (P) is involved (see Fig.2B). To fine-tune protein
expression, cells have developed negative feedback mechanisms through repressors ( ) able to inhibit the
activity of transcription factors ( ): the higher the expression of the protein (P) bound with its partner protein
(P1) along their signal pathway, the higher the gene repression ( ), which inhibits gene transcription. Finally,
lowering protein synthesis, protein degradation produces both low levels of protein (P) and repressors (Fig.2C),
similar to the initial condition (Fig.2A). The cycle restarts and the amount of protein (P) fluctuates around the
optimal needs for cell functionality according to the environmental conditions. Usually, cell epigenetic
homeostatic responses counteract normal environmental fluctuations through negative feedback loops that
tend to reduce external environmental molecular changes around a normal fluctuating balance. Normal
environmental fluctuations induce either an increase or a decrease in gene transcription and protein
expression and stability. However, a major problem arises when a new environmental context induces cell
homeostatic responses which, though reaching their maximum activity, are not sufficient to meet the new cell
needs. This occurs when the demand surpasses the potential ability to synthesize and stabilize a specific
protein, i.e. the cell does not find the solution/balance among the epigenetic mechanisms. If the new
environmental condition is temporary, it may produce a temporary cell stress; however, when the
environmental changes are persistent and/or increasing, chronically stressed cells have to activate different
mechanisms in order to survive.
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Fig.2A,B,C. Cell homeostatic mechanisms control optimal cell protein concentration in normal environmental conditions.
The example in the figure depicts a homeostatic mechanism involved in the protein expression of a signal protein at a
transcriptional level. (for reference, see the text; abbreviations and symbols: RNA P: RNA polymerase; P: protein;
:
transcription factor;
: repressor).
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4.5. Putative cell mechanisms of eukaryotic non-random genome editing in response to chronic stress
conditions: chronic stress-induced gene duplication and site-specific mutagenesis. I have already described
how cell homeostatic responses counteract normal environmental fluctuations and a new “epigenetic” balance
is rapidly attained (see Fig.2). However, in the case of never-experienced and chronic environmental conditions,
for which the cell does not possess an “epigenetic” solution, i.e. the protein requirements exceed the
homeostatic possibilities, the cell homeostatic responses are chronically pushed to their limits.
As already suggested, chronic cell stress can be generated by new exogenous molecules that permanently
interfere with cellular components or when the cell is constantly exposed to abnormal (either excessive or
insufficient) concentrations of “known” exogenous molecules. Persistent environmental stressors continue to
perturb cell functions until cell adaptation or cell death occurs. But what is the sequence of events that could
lead to cell adaptation in chronic stress conditions?
Sudden and intense stress conditions (e.g. under volcanic eruptions, earthquakes or meteorite impacts) may
not leave enough time for cell/organism adaptation, leading to mass extinctions (Pope et al. 1998, Kerr 2013),
whereas chronic environmental conditions that originate from a progressive deviation from normal
environmental fluctuations would first induce cell epigenetic homeostatic mechanisms. It is likely that
epigenetic mechanisms of adaptation are trained by progressive environmental changes. However, epigenetic
homeostatic mechanisms likely have a threshold of tolerance beyond which the final products of cell epigenetic
responses, specific protein concentration, functionality and stability, would not be able to provide an effective
response to the new environmental conditions. While the minimal needs for proteins can be easily met by
blocking gene transcription, the optimal amount of protein and protein function cannot be attained in the case
of an excessive demand, which exceeds the cell's epigenetic capabilities. In chronic stress conditions, some
genes may be switched off by promoter methylation and others may be demethylated and chronically
transcribed, “hypertranscribed”. However, when “hypertranscribed” genes do not produce sufficient amounts
of proteins to meet new cell needs, the genes are unable to provide an adequate response to the new
environmental conditions. More generally, we can say that hypertranscribed genes are genes which are
inadequate for the environmental context.
In these situations, gene duplications and/or gene editing (“genetic plasticity”), in search of more effective
proteins, are two possible independent ways to achieve a new balance. Finally, CNV and SNP of
hypertranscribed genes may allow cells to surgically explore a new fitness scenario, which increases their
adaptability to stressful environmental conditions. In a changeable environment, like that on Earth, randomly
emerging mechanisms able to produce these effects were likely positively selected. However, which
mechanisms could make adaptation of hypertranscribed genes possible?
A first possible response to excessive demand for a specific protein is gene duplication. To synthesize
eukaryotic proteins, first gene transcription, then splicing, and finally translation are sequentially induced. The
“rate determining steps” in these “reactions” are likely the base pairing between codon and tRNA-anticodon
bearing an amino acid during gene translation and the splicing events. In the case of hypertranscribed genes,
an overflowing/excess of mature and “dis-spliced” (or badly-spliced) transcripts waiting for ribosomal protein
synthesis is therefore expected. It is possible that, during stress conditions, the excess of multiple-sized
transcripts from hypertranscribed genes together with stress-induced LINE-1 transposon transcription might
favor the interaction of multiple-sized transcripts with LINE-1-encoded ORF2 multifunctional proteins. Finally,
these associations may generate retropseudogene or fragmented gene insertions of hypertranscribed genes in
the accessible chromatin regions of the hypertranscribed genes themselves. This hypothesis is supported by
the observation that highly expressed housekeeping genes have high copy numbers of retropseudogenes (see
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Roy-Engel 2012). As suggested above, in this scenario, retropseudogenes and gene fragments would represent
the first step in gene duplication, just before the “viral” insertion of the promoters and new introns. The new
gene copy would diverge from the original gene because of its fragmentation and/or as a consequence of the
different promoter and intron insertions caused by new virus infections and/or the new transposon insertions,
i.e. by cell environmental conditions.
Gene editing and generation of SNP in hypertranscribed/inadequate genes represent another way organisms
can achieve a new cell balance in response to chronic stress conditions. This mechanism explores different
gene point mutations to be tested in the new environmental context; those providing the highest level of cell
fitness and survival capability will be inherited. What could the mechanism of surgical selection for editing an
inadequate gene be?
Figure 3A shows the case in which a new biotic or abiotic pollutant chronically binds and interferes with a
signal protein (P), affecting its binding with a second protein (P1) along its signal pathway. Both the protein (P)
functional activity and its repression are inhibited by the pollutant and homeostatic epigenetic responses
induce upregulation of gene transcription (and post-transcriptional protein expression and stabilization). An
increase in protein synthesis is functional because it compensates for the lack of protein function induced by
the binding with the pollutant (a negative feedback loop that reduces the pollutant-driven cell perturbation,
but also favors the further binding with the pollutant). However, hypertranscription of the gene produces not
only an increase in mRNA for protein synthesis, but also in the intronic transposons present (if any) in the
hypertranscribed gene. In the case of sustained transcription, such as in chronic stress conditions, transposon
RNAs from hypertranscribed intronic regions would be accumulated within the cells. Indeed, many stable lariat
intronic RNAs derived from hundreds of different genes have been shown to be exported to the cytoplasm.
They are short, mostly 100–500 nucleotides in length, and they are expressed at 10% or more of their cognate
mRNA level (Talhouarne and Gall 2018). Importantly, stress conditions can also induce APOBEC upregulation,
and I have already suggested that some transcribed retrotransposons can bind and guide these mutagenic
enzymes. It is therefore possible that stable retrotransposon transcripts, following the DBR1-mediated lariatdebranching process, might guide APOBECs towards the genomic introns from which they were transcribed.
When the chromatin of a gene is in an open state, such as during continuous gene (hyper)transcription, the
specific intronic site would be readily accessible for editing.
This mechanism would foster the generation of mutations without DNA duplication on both gene alleles
codifying for the protein involved in the binding with the pollutant, leaving the rest of the genome intact
(Fig.3B). Although this mechanism could potentially occur in virtually all cells, it is likely that only long-lived
cells, such as adult somatic stem cells or memory cells, could survive and respond to chronic environmental
stressors. I have already suggested that the pollutant structure can bind to a specific tissue protein. Therefore,
after chronic binding with pollutants, stem cells of specific tissues can be induced to randomly generate slightly
different mutants (genetic plasticity) of hypertranscribed genes. Among the cell mutants expressing different
protein variants (phenotypic plasticity), those bearing gene mutations which provide high cell fitness in the
new organism environment would survive and expand, ultimately yielding a new gene version “inheritable” by
tissue progeny (genetic assimilation). In line with this hypothesis, recent evidence has revealed intraorganismal and intra-tissue genetic mutations (genetic plasticity) in healthy individuals (see Gottlieb et al.
2010). Indeed, mosaicisms of both SNP (Gottlieb et al. 2010) and CNV (Abyzov et al. 2012; O’Huallachain et al.
2012) within and among normal tissues of the same individual have been observed. In addition, tissue specific
translocations, pathological or non-pathological, can represent a third level of mosaicism and an expression of
chromosomal plasticity.
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As shown in Figure 3B, a protein mutant (P) able to restore binding with (P1) in the presence of a pollutant is a
good solution for the survival of both tissue cells and the organism in which the cells reside. Interestingly, this
hypothesized mechanism of gene editing mediated by APOBECs would produce different protein repertoires
(phenotypic plasticity) and binding affinities for the pollutant, and eventually the mutated protein would
somehow wrap around the pollutant, binding it with higher affinity than the original protein. This process
strongly resembles the somatic hypermutation (SHM) of immunoglobulins (Igs) mediated by AID, the ancestor
of the APOBEC family, during commitment to B cell memory (McHeyzer-Williams et al. 2011, Salter et al. 2016,
Senavirathne et al. 2015). It is well known that generation of long-lived memory cells is characterized by new
gene expressions mediated by epigenetic modifications that drive “naïve” cell differentiation into long-lived
cells (Gabrielli et al. 2016). Therefore, these mechanisms may produce both epigenetic and genetic variations
that yield a range of environmentally-induced phenotypes (phenotypic plasticity). Finally, environmental
selection of the fittest phenotype would ultimately fix acquired gene versions into the genome, leading to
genetic assimilation of environmentally-induced characteristics.
Is there any molecular evidence of this putative cell mechanism in human eukaryotic cells?
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Fig.3A,B. A Putative cell mechanism of eukaryotic genome editing in response to chronic stress conditions. An example
depicting chronic stress-induced site-specific mutagenesis mediated by APOBEC enzymes. (for reference, see the text;
abbreviations and symbols: RNA P: RNA polymerase; P: protein;
: transcription factor; : repressor, DBR1: lariat
debranching enzyme).
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4.6. Learning from the immune system: the example of AID-mediated immunoglobulin recombination. As
mentioned above, the mechanism model that I have proposed resembles SHM of Igs, a process which is usually
coupled to heavy-chain class-switch recombination (CSR) of Ig locus, both of which are induced by AID
(McHeyzer-Williams et al. 2011, Zheng et al. 2015, Senavirathne et al. 2015). SHM and CSR represent two
pivotal processes in the immune system able to edit Ig genes in a way that adapts them to a new biotic
pollutant (antigen) through targeted mutagenesis. During these processes, the Ig gene undergoes: 1) point
mutations in the variable, antigen-binding coding sequences, which change antibody binding affinity for the
antigen and 2) a B cell switch from IgM to IgG, IgE, or IgA, which changes the antibody effector function. These
processes start when the binding affinity of the immunoglobulins (spontaneously produced by B cells) for an
exogenous antigen is low and insufficient to eradicate the pathogen bearing it. The chronic presence of the
pathogenic antigen induces chronic transcription of Ig genes (hypertranscription) and proliferation of B cells
bearing low affinity antibodies, inadequate to counter the pathogen challenge/threat. Expansion of activated B
cells reaches peripheral lymphoid organs where, promoted by antigen presenting cells, they encounter the
biotic pollutant and undergo SHM and CSR processes. The mutations mediated by AID alter the specificity and
affinity of the Ig protein for a “pathogenic pollutant” and generate a pool of B cell mutants (genetic plasticity).
This model only partially explains the spectrum of somatic mutations observed in SHM during antigen-driven
gene editing. In fact, the major mutations are represented not only by AID-mediated C-to-T (and correspondent
guanosine-to-adenosine, G-to-A), but also by adenosine-to- guanosine (A-to-G) (Steele et al. 2004), pointing to
the involvement of mutagenic mechanisms other than AID. In this regard, the adenosine deaminase enzymes
acting on RNA (ADARs) have double stranded RNA binding domains and a C-terminal adenosine deaminase
domain able to induce adenosine-to- inosine (A-to-I) RNA editing, finally read as A-to-G (Steele et al. 2004,
Zheng et al. 2017). Recently Zheng and colleagues (Zheng et al. 2017) have shown that ADARs can edit both
the RNA and DNA moieties of RNA-DNA hybrids, raising the possibility that ADARs, driven by specific double
stranded RNA transposon transcripts, could effectively induce A-to-G DNA mutations. Indeed, analysis of the
total mutation pattern indicates that the major transitions observed in SHM are A-to-G, C-to-T, and G-to-A, but
not T-to-C (Steele et al. 2004), suggesting that AID-induced mutations (C-to-T) may involve both DNA strands
(with a subsequent G-to-A mutations on the opposite DNA strand), while ADAR-mediated A-to-G mutations
may involve only one DNA strand.
Regardless of the mechanism of somatic mutations, among the different B cells bearing different Ig mutants,
only those bearing antibodies with a high affinity for the biotic pollutant proliferate and, finally, eradicate the
pathogen. This ability enhances the organism’s chances of survival and has therefore been inherited, although,
in some cases, it may lead to the development of autoimmunity. This is an extraordinary mechanism of nonrandom, “on demand” mutation, in which environmental changes through a biotic “pollutant”, drive the cells
to edit specific exons of a specific eukaryotic gene, leaving the rest of the B cell genome intact. The chronic
presence of cell-interacting pollutants would induce an intronic retrotransposon-mediated gene/protein
plasticity. This mechanism provides the material for environmental selection of phenotypes, ultimately yielding
new inheritable and “environmentally-independent” versions of Ig genes expressed on novel memory B cells,
an example of “genetic assimilation” of acquired characteristics (Waddington 1959). Finally, the mechanism is
able to adapt the gene structure, in such a way that it generates antibodies that, “wrapping” around the
antigen, are more functional in their response to new environmental stressors. How does this molecular
mechanism target AID to Ig locus for CSR and SHM?
Intriguingly, the main actor in these processes is AID, the ancestor member of the RNA-guided APOBEC family.
SHM and CSR require complex interactions involving the selective recruitment of AID to transcriptionally active
Ig regions. Subsequently, AID has been shown to translocate unidirectionally in concert with RNA polymerase
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during transcription of Ig genes and to catalyzes cytidine deamination and C-to-T mutagenesis on the nontranscribed DNA strand of actively transcribed Ig genes (Senavirathne et al. 2015).
The molecular mechanisms that guide AID to repetitive switch (S) regions during CSR have been described by
Zheng and colleagues (Zheng et al. 2015). CSR is a deletional-recombination process in repetitive DNA
elements of S regions located upstream of each heavy-chain gene segment. AID deaminates cytosines within
transcribed S regions, and the resulting point mutations activate the DNA double strand breaks required for
CSR (Zheng et al. 2015). Importantly, the authors have demonstrated that RNA transcripts from intronic switch
regions serve as molecular guides to target AID to S region DNA. Repetitive RNA transcripts derived from
germline S intronic elements associate with AID and guide AID to the complementary S region DNA in a
sequence-specific manner (Zheng et al. 2015). Moreover, the authors showed that DBR1, necessary for both
debranching intronic lariats and retrotransposition (Karst et al. 2000, Cheng and Menees 2004), was also
required for AID localization to S region DNA during CSR (Zheng et al. 2015), suggesting that stable intronic
lariats, containing repetitive sequences of the S region, have to be processed by DBR1 before carrying out their
functions.
Taken together, these data indicate that the RNA-mediated mechanism of targeting AID to ssDNA is mediated
by intronic repetitive (viral) sequences generated by Ig hypertranscribed genes, which produce
immunoglobulin proteins that are inadequate to respond to new environmental conditions, i.e. pathogens. A
similar mechanism of RNA-targeting can be hypothesized for other mutagenic functions of APOBEC family
members, as suggested in the putative mechanism model described above, although differences in the RNAbinding sites among APOBEC/AID systems are expected. Based on time of APOBEC/AID and retrotransposon
expansion (see above, Salter et al. 2016 and Roy-Engel 2012), the difference between the long repetitive
sequences, such as those in the S region of Ig locus, which possess specific binding sites for AID protein and the
retrotransposon (sub)families with specific affinity and binding sites for the different APOBECs, is in fact
justifiable (Hulme et al. 2007, Bach et al. 2008, Chiu et al. 2006, Zhang et al. 2010, Stenglein and Harris 2006,
Feng et al. 2017).
Finally, it can be hypothesized that, thanks to intronic transposons, the majority of cell proteins may be
modified in a similar manner as immunoglobulins, and are thus able to plastically adapt their structures to a
new “pollutant” interfering with their functions. In line with this hypothesis, one third of adaptive mutations
affect virus-interacting human proteins, suggesting that they have occurred in response to viruses. These
adaptive mutations may therefore represent one of the most dominant drivers of evolutionary changes in
mammals (Enard et al. 2016). Hence, a mechanism developed to counter a biotic threat would be exapted and
extended to abiotic pollutants for biological adaptive purposes. This hypothesis unveils a novel function of the
“virus trained” immune system, a kind of “military” laboratory for the development of biomolecular
technologies that are ultimately exapted for “civil” purposes. New biological technologies developed through
viral training and viral domestication together with natural selection might be able to predispose life to
counteract present challenges and to prevent future unpredictable biotic but also abiotic environmental
threats.
4.7. Retrotransposon-guided mutagenic enzymes: an ideal “Lamarckian” tool of evolvability and plasticity.
The example of polyethylene metabolizing moth larvae. I would now like to make some observations that will
help us to fully grasp some of the important consequences of the retrotransposon-guided mutagenic enzymes.
The example described in Figure 3 depicts a general signaling protein involved in pollutant binding; however,
depending on the stereochemistry of both the pollutant and polymorphic protein domains (dependent on the
genomic background), virtually all types of proteins with different functions may be involved (i.e. enzymes,
transcription factors, receptors, hormones, onco-related proteins etc). Retrotransposon-guided APOBEC
mutagenesis could be an inducible gene-targeting mechanism, which selectively edits hypertranscribed genes,
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the ones that are inadequate to cope with emerging persistent and growing environmental stressors. Notably,
these non-random genome editing mechanisms activated “on demand” in response to novel environmental
pollutants are able to “choose” a few hyperfunctional genes in which to create novelties, i.e. gene mutations
(genetic plasticity). Moreover, recent evidence has revealed that different intronic transcripts from the same
locus are tightly and differently regulated in mammalian cells (St Laurent et al. 2012); therefore,
retrotransposons transcribed from a specific intron would surgically direct a site specific mutagenesis in the
intron and the adjacent exons, making it possible to modify specific protein domains.
The non-random genome editing mechanisms that I have described for humans would easily explain the
incredible complexity of human protein structures and interactions. However, it is likely that similar
mechanisms are present in other eukaryotic organisms, and altogether they might have provided a crucial
contribution to complexity during “eukaryotic” evolution.
In line with these non-random DNA editing mechanisms, is the ability, developed by larvae of the wax moth, to
metabolize polyethylene (Bombelli et al. 2017), a relatively recent man-made product. It is, in fact, possible
that wax moth larvae, in novel environmental conditions with increasing amounts of plastic derivatives and the
absence of wax, would have favored polyethylene (aspecific) binding to some proteins of the wax metabolic
pathway. It is known that high concentrations of molecules, whether they be pollutants or non-pollutants,
induce low affinity (aspecific) bindings to cellular structures, such as those shown in Figure 3. Consequent gene
hypertranscription and protein upregulation would further favor the interaction with polyethylene. It is
therefore possible that under conditions of steadily rising amounts of new molecules (e.g. polyethylene),
“aspecific” bindings could be at the origin of the induction of some non-random genome editing responses. In
the case of wax moth larvae, the plastic molecular interference may have pushed enzyme gene
hypertranscription, ultimately inducing the wax enzyme gene to modify into a gene encoding a polyethylene
metabolizing protein.
As shown in the Figure 3, through a “boomerang” mechanism, the transposon-guided APOBECs may edit genes
codifying for the protein involved in the initial binding with the pollutant without DNA duplication. This means
that mutations, originally occurring randomly during DNA duplication along the whole DNA molecule of viruses
and prokaryotes, would surgically take place in the hypertranscribed genes of the vast eukaryotic genomes,
leaving intact the rest of the genome. Finally, the eukaryotic non-random genome editing mechanisms,
providing high eukaryotic DNA evolvability and plasticity to the changeable environmental challenges on Earth,
have likely allowed the development of the extraordinary complexity of higher organisms, which need large
genomes to store a huge amount of information. Importantly, through this mechanism, pollutants that do not
directly bind to DNA, would be potentially mutagenic and able to induce DNA mutations in both alleles of
hypertranscribed genes (only) of somatic tissues interacting with the pollutant. The chronic interaction
between a pollutant and an exonic-derived protein domain would be the trigger for DNA editing induction;
therefore, the tridimensional structures and arrangement of specific atoms in the space (i.e. their
stereochemistry) of both tissue proteins (whose structures mainly depend on exon gene polymorphisms) and
pollutants, would be the initial trigger of non-random DNA editing mechanisms. Notably, after mechanism
induction, the intronic transposon polymorphisms can be crucial to guiding, or not guiding, APOBEC family
members or other DNA mutagenic enzymes (for example ADARs or LINE-1-encoded ORF2p) to target sites,
ultimately generating biodiverse responses and different interindividual gene-editing attempts. Moreover,
mutations in tissue-specific genes will be expressed, as mutated proteins, only in specific tissue cells (mutated
tissue); however, a tissue phenotypic variation may affect neighboring cells of other tissues in an organ, finally
involving the whole organism. Within the different mutant cells, “aborted” proteins and proteins with different
affinities (phenotypic plasticity) for the pollutant would be generated and cell bearing mutated proteins that
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enhance cell fitness and cell survival in the presence of the pollutant (new cell environment) would be selected
and expanded, generating a mutated tissue (a first level of selection). Within the organ, the mutated tissue
interacts with neighboring cells of other tissues, only those restoring organ function in the presence of the
pollutant (new organ environment) would allow organism survival (a second level of selection). Finally, among
the different interindividual tissue/organ attempts, only those producing lasting fitness of the organ and thus
of the organism in the new “polluted” ecosystem would be Darwinianly “inherited” (or “Waddingtonly”
genetically assimilated). It is, in fact, likely that the most favorable mutations for the organisms would then
survive long enough to be passed on, whereas mutations that are unfavorable or less favorable to the
organisms (organisms bearing environmentally inadequate genomes) may produce rapid death or diseases (a
third level of selection). The mechanisms through which some new somatic genes as well as their protein
products produced by non-random genome editing mechanisms could be selected and inherited by the
progeny will be discussed in detail in a future paper.
Notably, this non-random gene editing mechanism may also provide the rationale for Alu repeat enrichment in
fragile sites of preneoplastic lesions, DNA regions with increased loss-of-heterozygosity frequency (Tsantoulis
et al. 2009). In this regard, it is likely that in order to adapt cell tissues to new environmental conditions many
aborted attempts and “pathological” by-products might be generated. Can non-random genome editing
mechanisms unveil a link between pollution and chronic diseases? Indeed, transposons and mutagenic
enzymes have been shown to be involved not only in species adaptation and evolution, but also in chronic
diseases and, in particular, cancer progression. Notably, cancer cells are chronically “stressed” by organismal
immune system, an “environmental” condition that might drive their adaptation/evolution. In this regard, it is
interesting to explore the possibility of whether cancer cells could be exploited as model of eukaryotic cell
evolution.
5. Exploiting cancer as a model to study non-random genome editing mechanisms and evolution
5.1. A cell species that exploits non-random genome editing mechanisms to survive in chronic stress
conditions: cancer. Every “outside-in” signaling event from the environment to the cell yields an “inside-out”
response from the cell to the environment and vice versa, leading to a fluctuating “epigenetic” balance or a
search for a new “genetic” balance. Indeed, both epigenetic and genetic responses can be sequentially induced
by environmental changes. An initial cause produces an effect which, through a boomerang reaction,
influences the starting cause, creating negative or positive feedback loops that sometimes make it difficult to
determine what the original cause (if there is one) and the cause-effect relationship of a phenomenon are.
Epigenetic mechanisms are induced first, they are usually reversible and tend to reduce external changes
around a fluctuating balance through “reactionary” negative feedback loops. Conversely, when a gene
mutation is accidentally induced, for example, by a viral infection (environment), the mutation indirectly
produces an environmental change (environmental plasticity), a process whereby a mutated cell actively alters
its environment, a sort of cellular niche construction, that gives rise to “revolutionary” positive feedback
mechanisms. Such positive feedback mechanisms can be readily observed in metabolic diseases, for example,
the “environmental” toxicity of phenylalanine accumulation in phenylketonuria is a consequence of an
enzymatic mutation and loss of function; however, this same phenomenon occurs in other biological contexts,
including cancer. When a normal cell is transformed into a cancer cell, the environment suddenly becomes
hostile, as immune cells and eventually drugs start to “threaten” cancer cell expansion (see Zamai et al. 2007).
In some ways, cancers have a lot of functional similarities to viruses. Both can kill their host, produce genome
selections, spread their deadly kiss and are challenged by immune system. Indeed, it has been suggested that
cancer extracellular vesicle (exosomes) spreading could be involved in the process of metastasis (Rajagopal
and Harikumar 2018). Moreover, it has been proposed that oncogenic nucleic acid materials and mutagenic
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enzymes contained in extracellular vesicles (forms of eukaryotic horizontal genetic transmission) spread the
tumor and its deadly activity to other tissues (Rajagopal and Harikumar 2018, Stavrou and Ross 2015), further
highlighting virus-cancer similarities. In solid tumors, the disorganized three-dimensional structure creates
cancer hypoxia and nutrient starvation, stress conditions that further drive cancer cell adaptation. However, to
adapt to chronic and adverse environmental conditions, cancer cells likely activate the same smart non-random
genome editing mechanisms, already described in normal cells, which promote cancer genome heterogeneity
and ultimately cancer cell selection. There is in fact evidence that cancer cells use non-random DNA editing
mechanisms, producing non-random clustered mutations similar to those generated in highly polymorphic
human genes, such as HLA and KIR3DL1 (see Norman et al. 2007).
It is well known that cancer cells can exploit normally dormant embryonic pathways, acquiring embryonic and
neotenic features (i.e., delaying maturity and retaining immature features) that foster developmental plasticity
and face stressful environments. Indeed, cancer cells could represent new aggressive tissue species that rapidly
evolve in a hostile “ecosystem”, the organism. They behave similarly to an aggressive virus or a predator (like
humans) that, though having a different level of organization, transforms or kills its “ecosystem”, the cell or
ecological niche, respectively. From this standpoint, it is not surprising that under selection pressure, cancer
cells diverge with regard to gene copy numbers in subpopulations distributable in phylogenetic trees similar to
those described for higher organisms (Navin et al. 2011). The pattern of cancer evolution is characterized by
the sudden emergence of new tumor clones, a pattern defined as a ‘punctuated clonal evolution’ (Navin et al.
2011), borrowing the concept from the non-gradual species evolution observed in fossil records (Gould and
Eldredge 1993). Moreover, saltational evolution has been suggested to play a role both under stress conditions,
when the mutation rate is significantly increased (e.g. in stress-induced mutagenesis in bacteria), and in the
evolution of tumor cells (Katsnelson et al. 2019). Indeed, tumor mutation rate, possibly due to the stress
conditions above described, is substantially elevated compared to that of normal tissues and this may account
for the increased probability of multimutational leaps in cancer cells (Katsnelson et al. 2019). Hence, cancer
appears to be a good model to study, from which we can infer eukaryotic cell evolution.
Using cancer as a model for eukaryotic cell evolution allows us to verify previously hypothesized mechanisms of
non-random genome editing. The development of drug resistant cell lines is a good example of cancer
adaptation. In this regard, the mechanism of p53 non-random gene mutation induced by doxorubicin in the
MCF-7 breast cancer cell line is currently under investigation. Chronic administration of increasing doses of
doxorubicin induces doxorubicin-resistant MCF-7 cell lines with a reproducible identical C to T point mutation
at the end (the last nucleotide) of intron 4 of the p53 gene (Tsou et al. 2015). The specific intron 4 mutation of
p53 results in an abnormal splicing transcript with a 21 nucleotide deletion and in p53 loss (or gain) of function
(Tsou et al. 2015, Balcer-Kubiczek et al. 1995). The mutation signature mediated by a consensus sequence of 4
(GTCA) nucleotides suggests the involvement of APOBEC3B (Chan et al. 2015), a well-known mutagenic enzyme
associated with breast cancer and upregulated by doxorubicin (Kanu et al. 2016). Chronic DNA damage
induced by doxorubicin likely upregulates the genome guardian p53 exon and intron transcription. It is
therefore possible that the transcribed p53 retrotransposons, in particular the Alu element (with its unique
sequence) present in the intron 4, could bind and surgically target APOBEC3B just upstream of the mutation
site of the p53 gene, ultimately inducing the specific non-random point mutation and the alteration of a
specific p53 protein domain.
5.2. From gene hypertranscription to non-random repetitive element retrotransposition generating nonrandom novel regulatory gene networks: the example of melanism in the British peppered moth. Figure 3B
shows how the constant presence of a protein-binding pollutant interaction could potentially induce
hypertranscription and mutation of both protein gene alleles without cell proliferation. However, under deep
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environmental changes (due, for example, to heavy industrial pollution), it is likely that several genes are
induced to hypertranscription by different pollutants. Therefore, several intronic transposons from
hypertranscribed genes could potentially generate multiple mutations (within a single generation in one
genome), accounting for saltational evolution. Since the chromatin of hypertranscribed genes is in an open
state and accessible even for transposition, a preferential exchange of retrotransposon “regulatory sequences”
among the hypertranscribed genes would likely occur. Retrotransposition among hypertranscribed genes
would generate new introns and/or new response elements in promoter and/or enhancer regions not only of
genes, but also of retropseudogenes, possibly generating paralogous genes. Notably, this non-random
retrotransposon exchange could produce novel regulatory gene networks, where a single transcription factor,
originally associated with a specific gene, may link previously unrelated hypertranscribed genes through a
common response element. In addition, non-random retrotransposition exchange may potentially involve both
paternal and maternal homologous chromosomes bearing hypertranscribed genes, equipping the genes of
both homologous chromosomes with the same regulatory response elements (introns, promoters, enhancers),
a phenomenon that might precede chromosomal translocation homozygosity events (see later, and Lin et al.
2009). This new network mediated by a common transcription factor would be functional in accelerating and
coordinating the cell response to a new specific environmental pressure, and therefore this mechanism might
have been positively selected during evolution. Notably, these novel regulatory networks, although
independent of gene mutations, would be “irreversibly memorized” in non-coding regions of the genome and
therefore could generate inheritable and persistent (“genetically assimilated”, to borrow a word from
Waddington) alterations in the control of gene expression. These memorized changes in regulatory networks
might be inherited by progeny, accounting for the well-known “epigenetic” inheritance. In this regard, it is
noteworthy that the mutational event responsible for the melanism in the British peppered moth during
industrial environmental changes is the insertion of a transposable element (Van't Hof et al. 2016), raising the
possibility that environmental changes may have led to the generation of a novel regulatory gene network
mediated by this transposon transposition. Notably, a pollutant-driven hypothesis of peppered moth melanism,
as a selective mechanism in addition to differential bird predation by crypsis, has been proposed by Riley (Riley
2013). Since melanin has been shown to be able to chelate metal ions, an increase in melanization has been
suggested to produce a localized accumulation of metals and potential cytoprotective effects in moths exposed
to toxic levels of heavy metals (Riley 2013). In addition, it can be hypothesized that the non-random genome
editing mechanisms induced by pollution could have selected both novel response elements for melanin gene
transcription directly dependent on heavy metal presence and mutated melanin forms able to more strongly
sequester heavy metals. The consequent addiction to heavy metals of the mutated melanin transcription and
therefore of the peppered color of the moth would be consistent with the recent and rapid reversal of the
process (the decline in the frequency of peppered forms) associated with a reduction in atmospheric pollution
(Cook 2013).
I have already suggested that viral repetitive sequences inserted during viral infection or retrotransposition
into intronic regions of a gene are expected to be similar to those inserted in promoter and enhancer regions of
the same or other simultaneously hypertranscribed genes. Hence, such promoters and enhancers might also be
targets of mutagenic enzymes driven by intronic retrotransposons of hypertranscribed genes. In this regard,
members of the AID/APOBEC family have been shown either to efficiently deaminate methylated cytosines,
leading to methylcytosine demethylation (Ito et al. 2017), or to induce C-to-T somatic mutation in non-coding
promoter regions, generating a novel binding site for the oncogenic transcription factor, MYB (Li et al. 2017).
The ability of AID/APOBEC family members to demethylate methylcytosine in regulatory (promoter or
enhancer) regions might promote gene transcription. In this regard, in a model of breast cancer, it has been
shown that APOBEC3B is able to increase expression of estrogen-responsive genes (Periyasamy et al. 2015),
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suggesting that APOBEC3B might actually demethylate estrogen-responsive regulatory elements in breast
cancer cells. The possibility of demethylating methylcytosine and editing C-to-T in the CG-rich islands of
promoters and/or enhancers, promoting respectively either epigenetic and reversible (“environmentallydependent”) increased gene transcription or (similarly to retrotransposition) generation of “genome
irreversible memorized” (or “genetically assimilated”) novel responsive elements and regulatory networks that
might be inherited by progeny (accounting for an “epigenetic” inheritance), points to additional roles for
AID/APOBECs in transcriptional regulation and in new repetitive viral sequence generation. On the other hand,
during chronic stress, APOBEC genes are hypertranscribed and therefore these same genes and even their
regulatory regions can be intronic retrotransposon-mediated targets of their mutagenesis and/or of
retrotransposition of new response elements, potentially generating new APOBEC members and new
regulatory APOBEC gene networks. The chimeric APOBEC3A-3B deletion variant, which is linked to a higher risk
of developing cancers, could be an example of a new APOBEC member (see Caval e al. 2014). The reciprocal
potentiation of mutagenic enzymes and endogenous retroviral sequences allows the generation of new genes
and responsive viral elements with new unique sequences without viral infection, making eukaryotic life
stronger and stronger until the combinatorial possibilities of a finite DNA content have been exhausted (if this
ever occurs). However, C-to-T somatic mutations in non-coding regulatory regions (Li et al. 2017) and new
APOBEC gene variants (Caval e al. 2014) have been shown on cancer cells, raising the question of whether
these phenomena are limited to pathological conditions or could be common aspects of eukaryotic cell
development.
5.3. Non-random chromosomal rearrangements and the involvement of non-random genome editing
mechanisms in cancer cells following exposure to chemical and physical stressors. I have already suggested
how gene hypertranscription and transposon transposition among hypertranscribed genes would disseminate
common response elements into promoter, enhancer and intronic regions of hypertranscribed genes. However,
what could be the mechanism leading to chromosomal translocation?
Gene hypertranscription can be induced by chronic stimulation mediated transcription factors, and it is well
known that transcription factors also induce chromatin remodeling (Li et al. 1997), a step which precedes
chromosomal translocations (Roukos et al. 2013, Lin et al. 2009). Using a model of prostate cell cancer, it has
been shown that the ligand (DHT)-activated transcription factor, androgen receptor (AR) induces both specific
gene transcriptions and chromosomal movements that create either mono-allelic or even bi-allelic spatial
proximity among genes bearing the same intronic androgen response elements (AREs) (Lin et al. 2009). Notably,
ARE repetitive sequences are one of the hormone response elements typically located within Alu repeats
(Babich et al. 1999, Polak and Domany 2006). In this model, upon dihydrotestosterone (DHT) stimulation, AREs
of different genes appear to move towards a common chromatin region, indicating that AR transcription
factors bound to AREs may activate a nuclear myosin/actin-dependent mechanism (Lin et al. 2009) able to
move them to a chromatin area of DHT-AR-ARE(Alu) complex accumulation. This mechanism calls to mind the
chromosome movements in the mitotic spindle. Notably, the concomitant stimulation of DHT with genotoxic
stressors produces both the proximity of ARE from distant chromosome regions and the recruitment of
genotoxic stress-induced enzymes, AID and LINE-1-encoded ORF2 endonuclease (Lin et al. 2009). This
association facilitates the generation of DNA double-stranded breaks and subsequent specific non-random
translocations even on both homologous chromosomes, mediated by the non-homologous end joining (NHEJ)
machinery (Lin et al. 2009), and possibly providing the rationale for Alu repeat enrichment in fragile
chromosomal sites (Tsantoulis et al. 2009, Fungtammasan et al. 2012). Notably, the observed gene fusion
events have been found to be present in 50-70% of prostate cancers in vivo (Lin et al. 2009), indicating that this
model of tumor translocations mimics the in vivo events.
Interestingly, both chemical (Etoposide and Doxorubicin) and physical (50Gy of ionizing radiation) genotoxic
stresses have been shown to reproducibly produce the same chromosomal translocations when combined with
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DHT (Lin et al., 2009). To generate non-random chromosomal translocations, sequential events that produce
proximity of intronic response elements (e.g. ARE) and specific targeting of genotoxic stress-induced enzymes
are induced. In the prostate cancer model, the recruitment of LINE-1 ORF2 protein and AID acts through two
independent mechanisms (Lin et al. 2009); therefore, the recruitment of AID, as in the case of CSR, might be
mediated by its binding with intronic repetitive transcripts, while ORF2p may be mediated by its binding with
intronic LINE-1 transcripts, both likely originating from hypertranscribed genes. Alternatively, AID and ORF2p
might be independently driven to specific DNA regions through a direct binding with AR, as hypothesized for
APOBEC3B and the estrogen receptor in a breast cancer model (Periyasamy et al. 2015). However, in the case
of prostate cancer cells, AR should have specific binding sites for both AID and ORF2p (beside AREs), whose
recruitments have been shown to be independent (Lin et al. 2009). Alternatively, an indirect AR binding with
AID and ORF2p, mediated by different RNA repetitive “bridges”, can be hypothesized. I have already suggested
that transcription factors and anti-viral APOBEC members might evolve from two distinct viral nucleoproteins,
both with an intrinsic ability to bind to repetitive nucleic acid sequences. Therefore, some viral sequences
inserted into intronic regions might have been positively selected and “domesticated/educated” during
evolution for their intrinsic functional ability to bind to both nucleoprotein-derived transcription factors and
nucleoprotein-derived anti-viral enzymes, such as the mutagenic members of AID/APOBEC family or the
ancient (ORF2) endonucleases. These types of intronic repetitive sequences would be able to create bridges
between different RNA binding proteins and stress-induced mutagenic enzymes, depending on the intronic
transposons of (hyper)transcribed genes. In this regard, it has been shown that AID translocates
unidirectionally along with RNA polymerase during Ig gene transcription, but does not interact directly with
RNA polymerase (Senavirathne et al. 2015), suggesting that a specific intronic repetitive sequence may
mediate the interaction between AID and RNA polymerase during transcription. From this point of view, the
intronic transposons would represent versatile modules, varying among different genes of the same individual
and possibly varying among the same genes of different individuals, which would lead to individual responses.
Regardless of the way that the genotoxic stress-induced enzymes are recruited, non-random chromosomal
translocations are induced by two independent mechanisms. On the one hand, the genotoxic stressors induce
mutagenic enzyme expression and on the other hand, the transcription factors (in this case DHT-AR) induce
specific gene hypertranscription, transposon expression and transposition among hypertranscribed genes. The
target specificity in non-random chromosomal translocation would be assured by the presence of common
response elements with a unique sequence, previously disseminated by transposition into promoter, enhancer
and intronic regions among the hypertranscribed genes. These types of events can produce similar
translocations on both paternal and maternal homologous chromosomes, a sort of “cell speciation” occurring
without cell proliferative selection (cell cycle–independent) in a single-hit process.
5.4. Solid cancer/leukemia/lymphoma as models of “cell speciation” and the example of mouse speciation in
Seveso. Chromosomal translocations are usually pathogenic rearrangements often involved in cancer and, in
particular, in leukemia and lymphoma development; however, they are also present in healthy individuals and
in cord blood samples from healthy newborns (Song et al. 2011), suggesting that translocations are not
themselves sufficient for the transformation of a normal cell into a malignant cell, which is likely also related to
the cell environmental context, i.e. the organism in which the chromosomally rearranged cell lives. Indeed,
there are several examples of non-pathogenic chromosomal imbalances with no phenotypic effects that are
directly transmitted from parents to offspring (Barber 2006). In this regard, Robertsonian translocations
(fusions between two acrocentric chromosomes), which can potentially lead to speciation (Garagna et al.
1997), are the most common chromosomal rearrangements in humans, occurring in approximately one in
every thousand human newborns (Song et al. 2016). When the Robertsonian translocation is balanced, the
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person carrying it (carrier) has a full genetic complement and is healthy. Nevertheless, Robertsonian
translocation carriers usually have a reduced productive fitness due to meiotic segregation disturbances and
interchromosomal effects, leading to a higher probability of genetically imbalanced gametes (Song et al. 2016).
Indeed, sperm of Robertsonian translocation heterozygotes have a proportion of unbalanced chromosomal
complements, leading to the increased risk of a chromosomally unbalanced fetus, infertility and miscarriage
(Song et al. 2016); however, all sperm of Robertsonian translocation homozygotes are balanced, pointing to
Robertsonian translocation homozygosity as a potential mechanism of human cell speciation (Song et al. 2016).
Since intermediate translocation heterozygosity is self-sterilizing, a reproductive isolation mechanism known as
hybrid incompatibility, homozygosity for a particular Robertsonian translocation chromosome, which
theoretically can lead to the establishment of a new species, possibly occurs in a single-hit process. In this
regard, I previously hypothesized that both paternal and maternal homologous chromosomes bearing
hypertranscribed genes can non-randomly exchange retrotransposons, thus equipping genes of both
homologous chromosomes with the same regulatory response elements (introns, promoters, enhancers). This
mechanism may account for the direct generation of Robertsonian translocation homozygosity in the absence
of a sterile heterozygote intermediate.
Finally, chromosomal translocations produced by non-random genome editing mechanisms would generate
new persistent junctions that would reduce the distance among the genes bearing the same response elements,
further accelerating the cell response to environmentally induced transcription factors. In the case in which
both paternal and maternal homologous chromosome translocations occur in a single-hit process,
rearrangement homozygosity could be a potential mechanism of “cell speciation”. Hence, chromosomal
translocations may produce a new “species” of cell tissue that substitutes the old cell tissue species because it
is more suitable to survive in the new organism environment. The new cell species can be either incompatible
with the organism survival, as in the case of cancer/leukemia/lymphoma (cell-mediated diseases, some of
which may be environmentally-induced through non-random genome editing mechanisms), or compatible and
possibly advantageous to the organism, as likely occurred in the chromosomal speciation observed in mice
after the Seveso disaster (Garagna et al. 1997). In the latter case, it can be hypothesized that non-random
genome editing mechanisms may have produced both mice with higher resistance to dioxin toxicity and dioxininduced chromosomal translocations directly in germline stem cells or indirectly transferred from somatic cells
to those stem cells. This aspect and the possibility of non-random genome-editing-mediated diseases warrant
further investigation and will be addressed in future perspective papers.
6. Conclusions and future perspectives
6.1. Non-random genome editing mechanisms: a link between environmental changes and eukaryotic
biological novelties. In the present work, I have explored several lines of evidence that support the existence
of molecular mechanisms of non-random genome editing developed and exploited by human cells and, more
generally, eukaryotic cells, to respond to new and chronic/stable environmental conditions.
When the cell environment is sufficiently stable, and cell reversible/epigenetic mechanisms are sufficient to
respond to normal molecular fluctuations, the cell eukaryotic genome is adequate. However, in the face of new
and chronic environmental changes (new pollutants/microorganisms and/or new molecule concentrations),
the mechanisms of non-random genome editing would be induced to “surgically” produce several eukaryotic
gene attempts (gene plasticity) and new regulatory sequences (“epigenetic” plasticity).
Finally, as the environmental changes become relatively stable, the best biological solutions would be selected
and stably memorized in the DNA, accounting for both the genetic and the so called “epigenetic” inheritance.
Non-random genome editing mechanisms may represent a link between environmental changes and
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eukaryotic biological novelties, creating a dynamic world where biological plasticity and symbiosis are common
consequences.
The existence of these genome editing mechanisms would establish the centrality of the environment, of which
life is now a fundamental part, constructing specific niches/habitats (environmental plasticity). Indeed, the
environment can influence biological structures at different levels, inducing both their variation/transformation
and selection. However, only molecules (e.g. pollutants) that penetrate and reach cell compartments may
generate cell environmental changes able to induce “molecular” DNA mutagenesis. Notably, tissue phenotypic
variations induced by tissue-specific gene mutations create a cascade of events involving neighboring cells that
sequentially affects organs and the fitness of the whole organism. Therefore, the outcome of the mutagenic
responses in an organism does not depend only on the specific mutation but also on the response of the
neighboring tissues (the environment around the mutated cells), which can be different in different organisms
(e.g. some chromosome translocations can be either pathological or harmless). Similar to a cell signal, an
environmental “outside-in” perturbation produced by exogenous “penetrating” molecules (pollutants) can
induce an “inside-out” biological response that yields a new environmental condition at outer levels (niche
construction/ environment plasticity). This process reoccurs cyclically, building up progressively higher levels of
biological organization and complexity that, on the other hand, “eat” part of abiotic/inorganic environmental
components.
6.2. Non-random genome editing mechanisms reconcile gene-centered and “ecological” theories of evolution.
The appearance of life as we know it, generated by the special environment on Earth, accelerated
environmental changes (environmental plasticity), i.e. environmental evolution and the production of novel
environmental heterogeneities through niche construction. This in turn drove biological structures to evolve
and create novelties and higher levels of aggregation and complexity, which in turn, in an ongoing cycle,
produced new environmental products. Notably, non-random genome editing mechanisms allow the storage of
more information in the DNA database (large eukaryotic genomes) while still maintaining its flexibility and
adaptability to environmental changes. Therefore, these mechanisms have likely allowed the development of
higher organisms in the presence of rapidly adaptable microorganisms and, more generally, in Earth’s
changeable environment. Since evolutionary theories cannot disregard both the environmental context and
the genetic mechanisms, the genome editing mechanisms may represent the missing link between ecological
and gene-centered views of evolution. Indeed, non-random genome editing mechanisms may provide the
molecular-genetic basis for the rapid biological plasticity described both in punctuated equilibrium by Gould
and Eldredge (Gould and Eldredge 1993) and in “ecological” views of evolution (Gilbert et al. 2015, Laland et al.
2014) and hence may effectively reconcile gene-centered and “ecological” theories of evolution. It is for all of
these reasons that I see the need to develop a new “hyper-modern” synthesis of evolutionary theory, in which
Earth’s changeable environment (Eco) (especially after the appearance of life) is a starting point that cyclically
drives the biological evolution (Evo) and memorization (Memo) of the most adequate living forms, which
ultimately aggregate (Poly) into increasingly complex organisms, holobionts.
Moreover, the existence of retrotransposon-guided proteins (mutagenic enzymes, multifunctional proteins,
transcription factors etc) suggests that viral repetitive non-coding and apparently “junk” DNA elements,
accounting for almost half of the human eukaryotic genome, may not be useless “selfish” or even parasitic
elements, but rather, crucial elements of the sophisticated eukaryotic cell still involved in mediating
response/adaptation to environmental challenges. Nevertheless, the majority of viral structures maintain their
cell-killing and migrating features that exert strong selection pressure on their host organisms. How is it
possible to reconcile virus cell-killing ability with virus domestication?
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6.3. Virus/virus-like particle evolution as migrating “organelles” of cells
Some viral structures may also be seen as migrating “organelles” of cells that, going abroad to other biological
“countries” (tissues of other organisms) undergo new (“stressful”) conditions (e.g. new host immune pressure
shaping virus diversity), and learn and acquire new skills (e.g. host-induced new viral immune evasion
strategies and/or new structural or replication protein induced by host-driven domestication), which kill
obsolete and no longer adequate biological “countries” unable to manage them (induction of cell and organism
negative selection), while improving/modifying others that will be continuously tested facing changeable
environmental challenges. In line with this hypothesis are the observations that genetic content can flow not
only from virus to host cell, but also from host to viral genomes, as exemplified by host-derived: 1) stressinduced ERV reactivation (Palmisano et al. 2012, De Vito et al. 2018); 2) viral defence mechanisms; 3) viral
capsid proteins and; 4) plasmids coding for viral replication proteins (see Koonin et al. 2019, Kuprovic and
Koonin 2017; Kuprovic et al. 2019, Kazlauskas et al. 2019). These observations both justify the viral “escape
hypothesis” (see Kuprovic and Koonin 2017; Kuprovic et al. 2019) and exemplify the “guns for hire” concept
developed by Koonin and collaborators (see Koonin et al. 2019). However, the back and forth horizontal
transfers of genomic components between viral elements and cellular systems also reveals that: 1) an initial
cause (e.g. viral infection) produces an effect which influences the starting cause through feedback loops (viral
genome editing), making it difficult to determine what the original cause and the cause-effect relationship of a
phenomenon are; 2) each migration in a new environment does not induce a mere and static genomic shuttling
but also a genomic evolution/adaptation mediated by both random viral mutations and non-random cellmediated genome editing mechanisms. These phenomena are expected to cyclically generate either locally and
temporary inactive (non-interacting) elements or new parasites or new symbiotic elements. However, since
symbiosis among biological elements is a more stable solution, a progressive aggregation and complexity
(holobionts) is expected over time.
6.4. A symbiotic reconciliation of the Darwinian and Lamarckian perspectives. The described mechanisms of
genome editing perfectly match those whose existence I have “madly” hypothesized in the first part of this
paper to justify a body of unexplainable “weird” evidence regarding eukaryotic species. Such mechanisms are
activated “on demand” by novel environmental pressures, and they non-randomly “target” a small number of
hyperfunctional and environmentally inadequate genes (codifying exons) or regulatory sequences (introns,
promoters, enhancers, miRNA) in which they create novelties, i.e. “Lamarckianly” acquired non-random
mutations induced by the (ab)use of gene transcription (as hypothesized for organs by Lamarck) that lead to
phenotypic plasticity. The acquired phenotypic variants/novelties provide raw material for Darwinian natural
selection, which will then determine the survival of the most effective version of genes/proteins and regulatory
sequences in the new cell environment (first level of selection) and the most effective version of cell/tissue in
the new organ/organism environment (second level of selection), hence suggesting multilevel environments
and multilevel selections. In addition, it is likely that in new stable environmental conditions, eukaryotic
organisms have developed mechanisms through which some somatic genes and regulatory sequences, proteins
and cell adaptations produced by non-random genome editing mechanisms could be passed on and inherited
by the progeny of a species (third level of selection); however, to transfer somatic gene and cell mutations to
progeny, there must be cell “communication” mechanisms between somatic and germline cells. In this regard,
spermatozoa from virtually all animal species have been shown to have a particular feature, i.e. the ability to
spontaneously take up somatic extrachromosomal nucleic acid information present in extracellular vesicles
(the gemmules of Darwinian pangenesis, eukaryotic “plasmid-like” forms of horizontal and vertical genetic
transmission), which may be delivered to fertilized oocytes and embryos (Spadafora 2017). This possibility will
be discussed in a future paper.
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Genome evolution appears to be driven by environmental pressure and mediated by different evolvability
mechanisms, from Darwinianly random in first and simple biological structures through error-prone nucleic
acid replication (e.g. viroids) to those that are Lamarckianly orchestrated through selected gene hypertranscription in (higher) organisms owning high-fidelity replication mechanisms. Altogether, these
considerations “neotenically” renew/rejuvenate the old Lamarckian theory by the unveiling of new genome
editing mechanisms and ultimately eliminate the conflict between the Lamarckian and Darwinian perspectives.
6.3. Multilevel environments and multilevel selections. The biological system seems to be formed by
multilevel communicating nested environments in which a multistep selection process occurs sequentially. The
environmental changes at each level of the biological hierarchy produce different sets of adaptations. I have
already described that in the case of appearance of new environmental molecules (accidentally generated or
migrated) interacting with the biological molecules present in a cell produce a cell imbalance. First of all, new
genes/proteins and regulatory sequences (molecular levels of biological complexity) have to meet the needs of
the cell in the new cell environment, and subsequently (bottom-up), among the new cell solutions, only those
that meet the needs of the organ and organism in the new organ/organism environment will survive, while
organisms bearing environmentally inadequate genomes will succumb. Among the adequate genetic solutions
of the organism, only those that are transferable (if any) to progeny in the “species environment” will be
inherited (“memorized” by the species). Finally, competition and selection can work at even higher levels of
complexity, i.e. at the levels of intra- and inter-species communities and whole ecosystems (“megabionts”). On
the other hand, the appearance (through an accidental generation or migration) of new
viruses/cells/organisms (intermediate levels of biological complexity) interacting with biological entities in an
ecosystem produces imbalances and/or new struggles for survival among biological entities at their same level
of complexity (e.g. because of new intra-level biological interactions or new competitions for resources). In
these cases, adaptation and selection start at intermediate levels of biological complexity and generate a flow
of adaptations (like a fluid mosaic) both top-down to molecular level (e.g. new viral species bearing new
biological molecules, genes/proteins) and bottom-up to ecosystem level (e.g. new organism species bearing
new biological molecules and producing new “waste” products from their metabolism) through inter-level
communication mechanisms between neighboring levels. Ultimately, multilevel adaptations lead to multilevel
selection of both the most environmentally adequate “solutions” and symbiotic elements by exclusion of
conflicting, death-producing biological entities. The degrees of freedom and possible solutions exponentially
increase with each successive level of biological complexity; however, adaptation/selection at lower levels
restricts the adaptive possibilities and actual degree of freedom at higher levels. Because lower (e.g. molecular)
levels of biological complexity appear earlier than the emergence of higher forms of biological complexity, this
means the latter is built from the “older” molecular levels that were selected in past (and different)
environments on Earth. Among the older selections, there are some that never change (e.g. the genetic code,
the number of cervical vertebrae in a giraffe etc), while other “epigenetic” adaptations may reverse. However,
biological adaptations that are “fixed” in the past will bias subsequent biological adaptations restricting the
solutions. For example, the RNA was likely the most stable molecule produced in the environmental conditions
of the primordial soup and this aspect was likely determinant for the subsequent biological evolution (see later,
on the origin of biomolecules), limiting the subsequent adaptive possibilities (degree of freedom). That is to say
that the initial “imprinting” (determined by the initial environment) can be crucial/irreversible in determining
some of the future developments, because the new biological “buildings” seem to partially come from the
reuse and the redistribution of some old and stable “bricks” in a more “environmentally” efficient and stable
manner (the future is partially built from some older and more stable “bricks”).
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In general, chronic environmental stress conditions in defined geographical areas (ecosystems) produce
struggles for survival that rapidly induce the development of new biological tools and species (developmental
plasticity or clades at different levels of complexity), which locally determine temporary periods of stability
(“stasis”).
The matryoshka-doll logic of multilevel selection theory has already proposed that natural selection operates at
multiple levels of the biological hierarchy and that adaptations at lower levels influence higher levels (Wilson
and Wilson 2008). Since in some cases, the biological traits “for the good of the group” may prevail against
those for the good of the individual, the authors suggest that in determining a biological outcome (e.g.
evolution of a new species), the “weight” of each level of selection has to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis
(Wilson and Wilson 2008). It is possible that the level of organization of the new structures (abiotic or biotic
molecules, virus, bacteria, eukaryotic cells, organisms, or others) that produces the initial biological
imbalance/change in a specific environment/ecosystem, might be crucial in determining the “weight” of the
different levels of selection. In a future paper, I will explore how and when biological traits could evolve
altruistic behaviors (“for the good of the group”), exploiting genome editing, niche construction and multilevel
selection processes.
6.4. Biological systems as fractal systems with a nested “matryoshka doll” structure. Self-similar (“winning”)
structural and functional patterns across different levels of organization/complexity (self-similarity within a
defined “scaling window “) are typical of fractal systems, which also exhibit a high level of (self-)organization
and iterative pathways (Losa 2009), features that give living forms the ability to adapt to a changing
environment, maximizing fitness. My general impression is that biological systems are fractal systems with a
nested “matryoshka doll” structure. At different levels of organization/complexity, biological entities are
formed from a sequential aggregation of slightly different basic modules (“monomers”) that together form
aggregates (“heteropolymers”), which in turn become basic modules for superior aggregations that may have
patterns resembling those of lower levels although with higher levels of complexity (see Fig.1). For example, we
can imagine a scenario in which different viruses become basic modules (“monomers”) whose sequential
aggregation leads to the formation of different cell types (“heteropolymers”). In turn, replication of different
cells (“monomers”) forms tissues (“homopolymers”) that become basic modules for organ (“heteropolymers”)
formation and different organs (“monomers”) become basic modules for organism (“heteropolymers”)
formation. Finally, different “homopolymers” of replicating species become basic modules for ecosystem
(“heteropolymers”) formation. Notably, a similar scheme/approach can be applied to atomic and subatomic
elements and perhaps even celestial bodies, all distinguishable in species (“heteropolymers”) formed by the
aggregation of different “monomers”. For example, basic modules of protons, electrons and neutrons
aggregate into atoms, and atoms aggregate into molecules, following the rule of a progressive increase in
matter stability during this aggregation. Can this rule be used to justify the selection of specific biomolecules on
Earth?
6.5. On the origin of biomolecules and virus-like structures. The starting point of the history of life can be
traced to the particular environment that developed on Earth, namely the presence of huge amounts of water
in which myriads of molecules could be synthesized (a primordial soup). In this regard, it has recently been
hypothesized that nucleic acids, amino acids, and lipids were produced from a pair of simple compounds
abundant on early Earth (Patel et al. 2015). These three classes of biomolecules may have given rise to
aggregates able to produce a primordial form of life. Importantly, aggregation mediated by weak inter- and
intra-molecular bonds stabilizes molecules and excludes them from further chemical reactions, creating a
progressive selection of the most stable molecule aggregates. For example, during the hypothetical stage of an
“RNA world”, the formation of stem-loop structures of RNA through intra-molecular hydrogen-bonding
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interactions (A-U and C-G) would generate more stable double helix RNA and non-enzymatic template-directed
RNA (“heteropolymer”) synthesis (see Robertson and Joyce 2012). The synthesis of a complementary
oligonucleotide under the direction of a preexisting RNA sequence would likely foster phosphodiester bonds
between nucleotides, in particular, between cytosine and guanosine because of their three stabilizing hydrogen
bonds, possibly justifying the generation of both CG-rich viroid genomes, the first virus-like structures of the
“RNA world” (Durzyńska and Goździcka-Józefiak 2015, Trivedi et al. 2007) and CG-rich promoter/enhancer
regions, fossil forms of anciently inserted viral sequences. Moreover, it can be hypothesized that during the
“RNA world” stage some amino acids were able to bind repetitive RNA sequences through weak molecular
bonds (such as amino acid conserved regions of APOBEC or Cas proteins with viral repetitive transcripts) that
may have fostered peptide bond formation (peptide synthesis) between amino acids coming in close proximity.
This may have led to the selection of amino acids with a specific three-dimensional structure (levorotatory
stereoisomers) and then primordial peptides (e.g. RNA-recognition motif domains, see Kuprovic et al. 2019)
able both to bind repetitive RNA sequences and to increase molecular structural stability. Stable RNA-peptide
aggregates (“heteropolymers”) may have generated “naked” viruses (without envelopes), and subsequently,
with affinity binding of lipids present in the primordial soup, different RNA-protein-lipid “viral” aggregates
(“heteropolymers”) were possibly generated, giving rise to enveloped viruses. The “biological bricks” were
supplied by a passive diffusion from the primordial soup (primordial soup as a host) until competition for
biological bricks occurred. Molecules capable of ”stealing” amino acid (parasite-like mobile elements) and
accelerating amino acid recruitment and proximity, such as tRNA-like structures involved in virus both
replication and translation (see Durzyńska and Goździcka-Józefiak 2015), may have been selected. Aggregation
of RNA elements coated with amino acids/peptides/proteins and/or able to recruit/steal amino acids from the
primordial soup may have generated error-prone replication and “translation” systems (Random formation of
first biological structures). Error-prone primordial forms of ribosome-like structures, generating myriads of
different molecules (both RNAs and peptides) continuously tested and selected, were highly efficient to explore
a new fitness/stability scenario, finally developing structures/aggregates with higher both stability and
capability of reproduction. Of note, viral genes mainly code for proteins able to bind its own nucleic acid (RNA
or DNA) code, this feature favors a positive feed-back loop, producing a “viral” structural stabilization because
the “protective” protein RNA-coating (“RNA-peptide” structure) stabilize and protect RNA nucleic acid code.
During the RNA world, among myriads of ribosome-like attempts, those able to reproduce both RNA and
peptides with affinity for its own RNA and leading to stable RNA-peptide (i.e. naked virus-like) copies might
have been positively selected. Indeed, this is not surprising if we think that spontaneous chemical reactions
lead to chemical products that are more stable than their reactants, and biomolecules are chemical products
originated from the primordial soup reactants.
Finally, as I have already hypothesized, cells may represent communities (heteropolymers) generated by
sequential integrations of viral monomers composed of versatile operon modules and viral repetitive targeting
sequences with regulatory functions, while organs and organisms can be thought of as aggregations
(heteropolymers) of cell and organ versatile modules (monomers), respectively. Notably, all these versatile
modules (except when they become selfish and predatory) can be seen as “biological bricks” that have been
domesticated/educated to fulfill the functions of the higher (host) level. Finally, the primordial soup that
initially supplied viral replication with its “biological bricks” (primordial soup as a host), was subsequently
substituted by the advent of structures able to plan the “robbery” of the biological bricks from the
environment, the cells, moving from primordial soup to cell as a viral host.
6.8. Conclusive “philosophical” considerations. Of note, all living systems, catalyzing spontaneous chemical
reactions, accelerate the formation of more stable products from reactants. Life may therefore represent a
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sequential process of atom/molecule/cell/organisms aggregation and ”symbiosis” that occurs among (abiotic
and biotic) entities engaged in persistent interactions, which usually arise from weak molecular bonds and lead
to increasing matter stability and compaction. Indeed, biophysical data surprisingly indicate that atoms inside
proteins, at interfaces of protein–protein complexes and at the protein-DNA interfaces are as closely packed as
in crystalline solids (Nadassy et al. 2001, Liang and Dill 2001), suggesting that (biomolecular) matter inside
living organisms may undergo a local compaction process and increase of density resembling those of celestial
bodies in the Universe. From this point of view, life, as gravitation, works like a force of aggregation that
progressively integrates the inorganic elements and biological entities interacting with it.
Finally, I would like to emphasize that my multidisciplinary approach, supported by a wealth of analytical data,
is not a philosophical one. On the contrary, it is based on biological and physical mechanisms and is not
intended to have any teleological implications. Importantly, the examples I have discussed are viewed as the
result of chance and natural selection and not the consequence of something that was planned.
I am confident that the rational approach based on logical precepts adopted in the present paper will
ultimately be appreciated by the scientific community. This work is a sort of message in a bottle that, sooner or
later, I hope will go “viral” and inspire other scientists to make improvements in their respective scientific fields
and to explore new areas of research. Hence, I would be grateful for any constructive criticism or corrections
that might improve my personal and limited scientific view. Indeed, the mechanisms unveiled in the present
work raise new issues and offer novel perspectives which could have repercussions in a wide range of scientific
fields. Personally, I already have in my mind several scientific “stories” that I would like to tell in future works.
In particular, I would like to explore several unexpected possible consequences stemming from the unveiled
tools of evolvability, including explanations for several evolutionarily open issues and new strategies to prevent
and counter chronic diseases.
If we can improve our understanding of where we come from and how we came to be, we can get a more
complete picture of the present and perhaps even foresee the future. Otherwise we will only have an
instantaneous and incomplete picture of the present.
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